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ADVERTORIALADVERTORIAL

Every day a single cannon shot is fired from signal 
hill at noon, alerting locals, surprising first-time 
visitors and startling the pigeons on Green Market 
Square.
 
Sure and steadfast, this prominent Cape Town icon 
has inspired us to Launch Noon Gun Brewery.
 
We too are committed to consistency and reliability. 
Dedicated to Inspiring a loyal following with 
the finest quality crafts made from Authentic 
and natural ingredients, the Noon Gun range 
reverberates with flavour and innovative taste.

The Noon Guns on 
Signal Hill – symbols 
of strength, reliability 
and endurance. An 

inspiring legacy to behold 
and a truly outstanding 
way to hear that it is fi nally 
lunchtime and surprise those 
unsuspecting visitors!
Since 1806, these two trusty 
keepers of time (18-pounder 
smooth bore muzzle loaders), 
have survived various foreign 
occupations, stood strong 
through wars, and have been 
hauled from the Castle of 
Good Hope to Signal Hill, 
phew! However, they refuse 
to be left in the past with other 
outdated antiques, currently 
being fi red electronically 
from the South African 
Astronomical Observatory. As 
accurate as the atomic clock 
that keeps them updated, 
when you see the fi rst Noon 

Gun beer being opened, 
you know the afternoon has 
arrived.
At Noon Gun Brewery, we 
have been galvanised into 
action by these two great 
survivors, and we all agree, 
what an appreciable way to 
lionise their fortitude with a 
range of easy-drinking beers.
Family powered, and 
independently guided, we 
have chosen profi cient team 
members that feel honoured 
to provide the craft-loving 
community with quality 
beverages that present you 
with unique fl avour profi les 
and something to share with 
a familiar face or during the 
excitement of a newly-brewed 
companionship.
 
T: +27 (0) 21 709 0290
Website – www.noongun.net
Email: info@noongun.net
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Summer in Cape Town is 
here! Our crispy smooth 
lager with its delicious malt 
complexity and perfectly 
balanced hop bitterness 
promises to be the perfect 
cool-down drink on a hot 
day. This award-winning 
lager is described to be as 
reliable as the legendary 
Cape Town Noon Guns from 
the 1800’s. And it is because 
we pride our Smooth Bore to 
be consistent and fresh!

Our Session IPA is still a 
sell-out favourite among 
beer drinkers. Loaded with 
fi ve varieties o  hops  our 
18-Pounder explodes into 
your senses with citrus  pine 
and tropical aromas and 
promises a unique taste 
be ore that fi rst sip  e can 
guarantee that one pint won’t 
be enough  because this 
Session IPA is an exceptional 
beer tasting experience!

e re proud to bring you our 
award-winning Gunslinger 
Pilsner. This Pilsner is brewed 
German-style with gentle 
ruit fl avours that re resh 

the palate immediately.  
Noon Gun Brewery brings 
you one o  the fi rst rican 
versions of this fairly young 
German brewing style. A 
rapidly dissipating head 
accompanied by gentle fruit 
fl avours leave your palate 
refreshed and tingling with 
only pleasant sensations.

Bringing Bavaria to Cape 
own  ur eiss is lightly 

hopped to produce a 
spicy  slightly ruity  dry 
and re reshing eiss beer  

nd whether rain or shine  
summer or winter  fi replace 
or pool - this award-winning 
beer is enjoyed by both pub 
and outdoors enthusiasts. 
It’s perfect balance and great 
taste makes this a popular 
beer all year round! 

OUR BEERS

OVERVIEW
Alcohol Loading: 
Bitterness: A lovely 20 
IBUs
Gravity: 11.5° plato 
down to 2° plato
Colour: Amber to copper
Tasting Notes: Crisp and 
smooth with malt aromas

INGREDIENTS
Yeast: Lager Yeast
Malts: ale alt  
Munich Malt
Bittering Hops: 
George Hops
Finishing Hops: 
George Hops

OVERVIEW
Alcohol Loading: 

 maller punch or 
continued enjoyment)
Gravity: 12.2° plato 
down to 1.5° plato
Bitterness: 35 IBUs for 
that extra refreshing punch.
Colour: Deep golden 
caramel to match the 
African sunset
Tasting notes: ruity  
hop aroma and 
refreshing bitter tones

INGREDIENTS
Yeast: Ale Yeast
Malts: heat  ale  
Munic and Black Malt
Bittering Hops: 
George Hops

OVERVIEW
Alcohol Loading:  

maller punch or 
continued enjoyment)
Gravity: 10.6° plato down 
to 1.8° plato
Bitterness: 25 IBUs 
Colour: A soft light 
straw colour
Tasting notes: 

e reshing  ruity and 
easy fi nish with a slight 
bitter after tone.

INGREDIENTS
Malts: Pilsner Malt

OVERVIEW
Alcohol Loading: 
Gravity: 11.8° plato 
down to 2.5° plato
Bitterness: An easy 12 
IBUs 
Colour: Silky gold
Tasting Notes: picy  
ruity  dry and re reshing 

and at only 12 IBUs to 
make it an easy drink 
for all

INGREDIENTS
Yeast: eiss east
Malts: Pale Malt and 
Crystal Malt
Bittering Hops: George 

ops  itra ops
Finishing Hops: George 

ops  itra ops
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From The Editor

Ah the end of the year. A time for 
festivities and celebrations before the 
frugality of January begins. � is issue 
is packed with ideas of things to do 
and drink this festive season, from 

new brews to Swazi gin and South African agave 
spirit. But we’ve also added in a little something for 
those of you who can’t/don’t/don’t want to drink 
this Christmas. Low-alcohol and alcohol-free 
beers are looking likely to become a major trend, 
largely thanks to the health conscious millennials, 
and hopefully we’ll see more breweries venturing 
down this route in 2019. For now, you can check 
out our round-up of the non-alc options currently 
available in SA on page 22.

Everyone tends to get a little healthier in 
January and maybe non-alcoholic beer will be 
your thing as the New Year dawns and you try 
to shift the holiday tummy. Every year I make 

New Year’s resolutions and rarely keep them past 
Valentine’s Day, so this year I’m going to make a 
list of New Year’s goals instead. Right at the top of 
it is to make the beer lover’s pilgrimage to Plzeň to 
taste Pilsner Urquell at the source. You can read 
about the beer style that changed the face of beer 
the world over on page 52.

Also on my goal list, although perhaps not this 
year, is to visit the Great American Beer Festival. 
For the moment though, I’ll have to make do with 
reading about it – and you can do the same on 
page 10. Lotte Peplow’s write-up also serves as a 
prediction list for the South African beer scene in 
2019 and indeed as a to-do – or to-brew – list for 
South African beer lovers.

Whatever you drink this festive season, and 
whatever resolutions, promises and goals you 
make for 2019, we at On Tap wish you all a very 
hoppy Christmas indeed!

Tis the season

Cheers!
Lucy Corne

EDITOR
@LucyCorne
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BREW SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
At DuPont, we know all brewers are unique, and they want to produce di�erent and 
distinctive beers. This creativity is at the heart of brewing and it’s something we want 
to celebrate. We’d love to work with you on your next challenge, helping you break new 
ground in brewing whilst ensuring you maximize e�ciency, ensure consistency and 
protect the quality of every brew you make. 

Discover how you can brew uniquely with brewing enzyme solutions from DuPont at  
bioscience.dupont.com/brewuniquely

Copyright © 2018 DuPont. All rights reserved. The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont, and all products denoted with ® or ™ are registered trademarks 
or trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its a�liates. 
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Brewers, 
make your 
life easier
WHILE ENSURING QUALITY, PRODUCTIVITY AND SAFETY

You never compromise with quality but you want to save time, 
contribute to sustainability and gain comfort? We have new solutions for 
you. Off er yourself one of our E2U™ active dry yeasts: you can pitch it 
directly, no need to rehydrate. You will save water and energy and you’ll 
get an extended shelf life. So, take it easy, take E2U™.

E2U™. INNOVATION BY FERMENTIS.

PUB-CBC-210x275.indd   1 16/04/2018   15:00



HOP SPIDER

Keeps the hops together during the boil.
Made with 800 micron mesh for maximum wort flow & increased hop utilization.

Perfect for taking 2L of beer from your keg to wherever you go!
Insulated to keep beer cooler for longer.
High Quality Stainless Steel.

2L STAINLESS STEEL GROWLER

BY LUCY CORNE

Take a road trip with Lucy as she explores SA’s most iconic
Microbreweries and their delicious beers!

CONGRATULATIONS 
TO OUR SPRING 2018

WINNER, 
PHILIP GOETS.

I've just received the 
Mangrove Jack's starter 
kit. Thank you so much 

to Brewcraft and On 
Tap Magazine for this 
awesome prize. I'm 

planning to brew this 
weekend and can't wait 
to use the kit. You guys 

just made my day!!!!
 

PS: I love the On Tap 
magazine....Keep up 

the contents.

Ocean Aged Tripel

2018 Limited Edition
Grab a bottle on 

www.drifterbrewing.co.za

Out of the sea and available from 
December 1st until the bounty lasts 
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Marcel  is a beer geek who’s been brewing for over a decade and 
still gets things wrong  e teaches brewing  writes  and spends 
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ou can listen to his podcast about beer and gee ery  cum  eer 
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Shawn discovered that there was more to beer than Molson Canadian 
when he moved to ondon to wor  in a pub  but it was while living in 
South Korea that he got bitten by the homebrewing bug. Ten years 
later  he has his own brand  issident  and en oys reading about 
water chemistry when he’s not at his real job.
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Drifter Brewing Ocean Aged 
Tripel launch

Darling Summer Beer Fest

Hermanus Craft Beer Festival

Two Oceans Aquarium, V&A Waterfront, 
Cape Town
Tickets R150

Darling Brewery, Darling
Tickets R150

Hermanus Cricket Club, Hermanus 
Tickets R100

Drifter’s tripel is aged for at least 10 months on 
the ocean fl oor so it s only fi tting that this year s 
launch takes place at Cape Town’s aquarium. 

ntrance is ree or those that have pre ordered 
a bottle o  the tripel on ri ter s website   or 
the rest  which includes a chance to e perience 
the aquarium after hours.

here will be si  breweries  a winery and a cider 
producer at Darling’s annual summer festival. There’s 
live music throughout the day and food from local 
restaurants on sale. Book your accommodation and 
make a weekend of it!

There will be all the usual attractions at this pre-
hristmas beer bash  including beers rom local 

breweries  live music  ood truc s and a dedicated 
kids’ area.

or many  the three day ape own estival o  
Beer signals the start of the festive season. And 
this year  or the fi rst time  n ap will have a 
stand at the event. Friday afternoon offers plenty 
of chance to talk about yeast strains and hop 
varieties and grain bills with the brewers  while 
Saturday is party time. Sunday is family day – bring 
the kids and enjoy some chilled tunes and a few 
brews while the little ones enjoy the play area. 
See capetownfestivalofbeer.co.za. 

Cape Town Festival of Beer

EVENTS CALENDAR

Hamiltons Rugby Club, Cape Town
Tickets start at R100

30

02
NOV

DEC
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FEBRUARY
MARCH

22 & 23
Clarens Craft 
Beer Fest

If you haven’t sorted your 
tickets and accommodation 
yet  it s time to get boo ing  
The hugely popular festival 
– now in its 9th year – draws 
beer lovers from across 
the country. There will 24 
hand-picked breweries on 
show  each brewing a beer 
especially for the fest. A 
one day tic et is  but 
if you’re heading all that 
way it makes sense to grab 
a weekend pass for R230.

Village Square, Clarens
Tickets R150 for one day 
or R230 for the weekend.

08 International Women’s 
Collaboration Brew Day

Events to be confi rmed
arch th  nternational omen s ay  is also 

celebrated by the global brewing sorority 
as nternational omen s ollaboration 

rew ay  etails were still to be 
confi rmed when n ap went to print  but 
events are usually held in both Johannesburg 
and Cape Town.

South African National Beer Day marks its 3rd anniversary in 
 elebrated across the country on the fi rst aturday in 

ebruary  the day sees bottle stores  bars  restaurants and 
breweries large and small hosting events and specials with 
the goal to celebrate beer in all its forms. Keep an eye on 
beerday.co.za for updates.

SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL BEER DAY
02 FEBRUARY



SEEKING OUT THE LATEST 
BEER TRENDS AT THE GREAT 
AMERICAN BEER FESTIVAL

LOTTE PEPLOW

American craft 
brewers  love 
to push the 
envelope with 
e x p e r i m e n t a l 
and adventurous 
b e e r s ,  b u t 
proven technical 

excellence was very much on show 
at GABF, with classic lager styles 
brewed to perfection. Just such an 
example was Left Hand’s Travelin’ 
Light Kölsch, a classic iteration 
of the German ‘hybrid’ style 
that was golden, crisp, dry and 
refreshing. Sessionable American 
craft beer styles account for 
26% of the growth in craft sales 
value, according to the Brewers 
Association, and many American 
craft brewers now have the 
con�dence and facilities to brew 
perfectly crafted, clinically clean, 
refreshing and crisp helles, Pilsners, 
Kölsch, altbiers, festbiers, dunkels 
and many more. �ese styles appeal 
to young drinkers coming into the 
craft beer category for the �rst time 
as well as those older drinkers who 
entered the craft beer world at its 
inception, some 30-40 years ago, 
and are now looking for something 
more sessionable. 

The  IPA, 
and its many 
iterations, still 
reigns supreme 
and accounts 
for 36.8% of 
dollar sales and 
77% of craft 

growth according to the Brewers 
Association. New England – or to 
give the style its proper name, juicy 
or hazy – IPA, the latest darling 
of the craft beer world, remains 
on its upward trajectory and was 
judged for the � rst time at the 
GABF competition this year. Juicy 
IPAs attracted the most category 
entrants of all with 391 (overtaking 
American-style IPA, which had held 
the mantle for over a decade) and 
was won not by a New England 
beer but one from Chicago – Le Jus 
from Alarmist Brewing. Also making 
a small splash at this year’s festival 
were Brut IPAs: bone-dry, pale in 
colour and highly e� ervescent.

Sour beers brewed 
with fruit are 
commonplace , 
but vegetable and 
savoury sours are 
a whole new ball 
game. One of the 
hottest beers of 

the Festival was a Spaghetti Gose from 
Weldwerks Brewing Co. Brewed with 
roasted tomatoes, fresh basil, oregano, 
sea salt and spaghetti, it tasted just 
like a plateful of pasta smothered in 
tomato sauce. Also on point was Ska 
Pink Vapour Stew, a delicious medley 
of citrus, sour and tart � avours blended 
together with beets, carrots, ginger and 
apples. Other beers featured cucumber, 
kale, mint, rosemary, jalapeno peppers 
and shiitake mushrooms to name but 
a few. Are these styles likely to become 
a mass-market trend? Probably not, but 
they demonstrate the ground-breaking 
creativity of American craft brewers.

The barre l -
ag ing game 
was ramped 
u p  s e v e r a l 
notches by the 
addition of the 
new Jameson 
C a s k m a t e s 

barrel-aged beer garden at GABF, 
where all beers were barrel-aged 
in Jameson Irish whiskey barrels. 
Cigar City Beoir Le Caife, a brown 
ale brewed with lactose and co� ee 
then aged in Jameson whiskey 
barrels, blew my mind with its 
smooth, rich, chocolate and co� ee 
character. Elsewhere at the festival, 
beers aged in oak barrels or those 
previously holding wine, gin, 
tequila, brandy, bourbon and more 
were pouring. Not all were knock-
your-socks-o�  imperial stouts over 
12% ABV, although there were 
plenty of those up for grabs. Some 
of the more nuanced and elegant 
barrel-aged beers were sour beers 
with added fruit.

N
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01
LAGER & 

SESSIONABLE 
STYLES

I
n a vast, cavernous 
convention centre the 
size of eight football 
pitches,  the Great 
American Beer Festival 
(GABF) is a mind-

blowing and overwhelming 
experience. Organised by the 
Brewers Association, the epic 
event takes place each September 
in Denver, Colorado. This year’s 
festival saw 62,000 visitors arriving 
to sample beers from some 800 
breweries. Tasting some of the 4,000 
di� erent beers on show is of course 
the main attraction of the three-day 
festival, but GABF is also a prime 
place to identify new trends in beer. 
Here are six of the best hot new takes 
from this year’s festival.
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02
BARREL-AGED 

BEERS
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03
IPAs
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04
VEGETABLE 

SOURS
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05
GRAPE & GRAIN
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06
BOTANICALS & 

OTHER BITS

Whether this is a 
trend or a gimmick 
remains to be seen, 
but the use of 
wine yeast, wine 
barrels and wine 
ingredients served 
to blur the lines 

between grape and grain. For example, 
Oskar Blues Guns n Rosé is a pale ale 
brewed with hibiscus and prickly pear 
and based on the � avour pro� les of rosé 
wine. Other brewers are brewing beer-
wine hybrids or relying on wine barrels 
to inoculate their beers with grapey 
� avours. As one brewer put it: “we take 
the re� nement out of the barrel and add 
the funk from the farm!”

Spices,  herbs, 
tree sap, spruce 
tips, pine needles, 
coconut, key lime 
pie, peanut butter 
are all fair game 
for  American 
b rewer s  who 

like to experiment with just about 
anything, edible or otherwise! While 
still in evidence, the co� ee beer trend 
was less obvious than in previous years 
although chai, latte, tea and vanilla 
in� uenced beers were present. 

South Africa’s craft beer industry 
is of course still in its infancy, but we 
are already seeing some of these trends 
emerging here. Hopefully in 2019 
there will be more bruts, botanicals 
and barrel-aged brews pouring from 
South African taps.
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Follow me for beer Brewers collect their medals in the GABF 
competition You put what in your beer??

rewers taste each other s creations GABF: beer appreciation on a colossal scale aught on camera  ogfi sh ead s am 
Calagione pours tasters of his latest brews

Happiness is two pitchers of beer All smiles as brewers accept their medals Grooving to the GABF silent dicso
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BREW  NEWS
In an homage to karri – mead 
produced by the Cape’s original 
inhabitants  the hoisan  the team 
at Old Potter’s Brewhouse in Greyton 
gathered together a group of brewers 
from around the country to create one 
o  the country s fi rst braggots  atenda 
Chivaura and Trevor Gerntholtz from 
Old Potter’s were joined by Danie 
Odendaal of Bearded Brew as well 
as homebrewers Rob Cass and Mike 

alls  ittle ol s te an iswedel 
didn’t attend the brew day but 
consulted from afar.

ade with both honey and malt  a 
braggot can be produced with any 
base beer. The Five Brewers Braggot is 
a simple base blended with bluegum 
honey and with cocoa nibs from local 
chocolatier Von Geusau added in the 
secondary fermenter.  It’s a gorgeously 
pac aged beer  ideal or a yuletide 
gi t  t   it s a per ect estive 
a ter dinner sipper  sweet up ront  a 
touch o  chocolate in middle  then a 
wave of dried fruit and booze before 
a long  dry fi nish  nly  litres were 
produced – grab a bottle while you 
can rom iquor ity laremont  

oeland iquors  illcrest ops or at 
the brewery in Greyton.

OLD POTTER 
RELEASES 
FIVE BREWERS 
BRAGGOT 

UKHAMBA BEERWORX 
JOINS SIGNAL HILL

� e winners of the 2018 South African National Homebrew Champs 
(SANHC) were announced at Beerhouse on Long in November, 
with Gauteng homebrewers tuning in via a live link from Beerhouse 
Fourways. More than 100 beers were entered, with judges noticing a 
continued increase in quality and innovation. Cape Town based Carel 
van Heerden took the top spot with his magni� cently named gose, What 
Gose Around, Comes Around. Second place went to Clint Breen for his 
Belgian Golden Strong Ale, CB Ghost, while Everhard Cronje came in 
third with Bad Boris, a Russian imperial stout. Also placing in the top 
ten were Mickey � eunissen, Jaco Hamilton-Attwell, Alan McLachlan, 
Wynand Breytenbach, Rudie Buys, Anthony Smith and Paul Serfontein.

SOUTH AFRICA’S
TOP HOMEBREWERS
ANNOUNCED

Much loved local brand Ukhamba Beerworx has joined the 
Signal Hill fold. Brewer Lethu Tshabangu hosted a farewell 
party at his oodstoc  brewery and taproom be ore moving 
operations to evil s ea s pping based brewery  his 
partnership will see us making better quality beer in their 
system  high volumes and distribution that will see our brand 
reaching places li e auteng  N   and even impopo  
read an announcement on hamba s aceboo  page  e 
will also be looking into opening a new home probably in 
ohannesburg or urban  hamba is the ourth brand to 
oin ignal ill over the past  months  ollowing ittle ol  
Mitchell’s and St Francis.
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BREW  NEWS
NEW BREWS

Darling Brew 
Pixie Dust 

Golden Weiss 
(4.7%)

Inspired by the 
ape oneybee  
Pixie Dust is 

arling s fi rst 
weissbier  

available at 
outlets around 

the country.

Afro Caribbean 
x Devil’s Peak 

Brutally Honest 
IPA (6.2%)
The latest in 

evil s ea s eer 
Love series is a 

bone-dry Brut IPA. 
Grab it on tap at 
Banana Jam and 

Gardens Collectors 
Club while it lasts.

Lakeside x Impi 
Dark Warrior 
Schwarzbier 

(5.2%)
Cape Town-based 

Lakeside and 
Johannesburg’s 

Impi Brewing 
Co. have joined 

forces for a 
series of dark 
collaboration 
brews  p fi rst 

is a schwar bier  
to be followed 

by dun el weiss  
black IPA and 
oatmeal stout.

Legends 
Brewery New 

World IPA (5.8%)
Gauteng-based 
contract brewery 

Legends has 
added an 

American IPA 
to the range  
available on 
tap at select 

Gauteng outlets.

Feral Brew Co. x Richmond Hill Brewing Co. 
Break and Enter (6.7%)

omebrewer i e alls has collaborated with s 
Richmond Hill to produce this limited edition hazy IPA. 

Little Wolf x 
Stellenbosch 
Brewing Co. 

Sorghum Gose 
(3.5%)

The two Cape 
brewers have 

given an 
African facelift 
to the classic 

erman style  
using sorghum to 
give this kettle-
soured beer a 
rustic grainy 

character before 
seasoning it with 

fynbos salt. 

When AB InBev took over SAB, South African 
drinkers lost the chance to sip Pilsner Urquell – a 
brand that was sold o�  as part of the takeover. It might 
be some small consolation to know that two other 
European imports are now available in its place. Le� e 
Blonde and Hoegaarden, both brewed in Belgium, 
are part of AB InBev’s “High End” range. � e 
Belgian blonde ale and witbier are available in bottles 
and on tap in select venues around South Africa.

Dwellers in Cape Town’s southern suburbs have 
a new drinking haunt. The popular Aegir Project 
brewery opened a second tap room at the Heritage 

ar et  based at onstantia itsig  in eptember  
ll brewing still ta es place at the Noordhoe  site  

but certain beers are available only at Uitsig. It 
loo s set to be a summer avourite  with glorious 
views o  able ountain  plenty o  grass or ids to 
run around on and a string of other foodie outlets 
serving sushi  chocolate  ice cream and wine

Darling Brewery is opening a satellite 
branch of their popular Tasteroom in 

oodstoc  an area that has become 
nown or its cra t beer  he taproom  

which will open on Albert Road in 
ebruary  will stoc  the ull range 

of Darling beers as well as products 
from wineries and food producers 
in arling  bringing a taste o  the 

wartland to the city  s much as 
we love being in Darling we want 
to make our product accessible to 

more people  said arling 
Brewery co-founder Philippa 

ood  citing the increased di fi culty 
in fi nding tap space in the city as one 
of the reasons they’ve decided to 
launch a second tasting room.

LEFFE AND
ARRIVE IN SA
HOEGAARDEN

DARLING TO OPEN WOODSTOCK TAPROOM

AT CONSTANTIA UITSIG

AEGIR PROJECT
ALE HOUSE OPENS 
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BREW NEWS

Each year, Belgian brewery Duvel features a work of art 
from an international artist on a limited edition glass. 
� is year, for the � rst time, an African artist’s work 
was featured. Mozambican artist Lizette Chirrime 
unveiled the glass at an exhibition in Cape Town in 
September. Modelled on her artwork, ‘Madonna’, 
the limited release glass will be found at a very select 
number of outlets in Cape Town and Johannesburg.

Training and research institute VLB 
Berlin has teamed up with DuPont 
Industrial Biosciences to host a beer 
con erence in ddis baba  thiopia  
in 2019. The Africa Brewing Conference 
will be held in nglish and will cover the 
ull supply chain o  beer production  

including raw materials  sustainability  

brewing technology  application o  
enzymes and product development. 

rica is currently the region in the 
world with the fastest growth in the 
brewing industry  and thiopia is one o  
the top four beer producers with a lot 
o  momentum  said ose  ontaine  

h  anaging irector o   

erlin  ith the support o  u ont 
and other companies  we are loo ing 
forward to establishing a new platform 
for education and networking in this 
continent  he date and location o  
the con erence are still to be confi rmed  
Keep an eye on vlb-berlin.org/en/
africa2019 for updates.

UNVEILED

FIRST AFRICAN

‘ART OF GLASS’After years without an on-site 
taproom  ape own s oston 

reweries fi nally has a place 
where visitors can go to taste the beers. 

ter lengthy re urbishments  the 
upstairs taproom was launched earlier 
this year overlooking the brewery. The 
tasting room is open by appointment 
Monday to Saturday.

Nano-brewery Kennel also opened a 
tasting space where people can sample 
the canine themed range  hile the 
brewery itsel  is in urbanville  the 
Kennel taproom sits on an estate 
ust outside aarl  ith a retro music 
theme  the taproom is a fi ne addition 
to the e ine estate  which also o ers 
ood  wine and an e cellent ids  play 

area. The taproom is open Saturdays 
and Sundays from 11am to 5pm.

eanwhile in ulbagh  uchanans 
Brewery has opened a tasting venue 
at at Paddagang Restaurant on Church 
St. The tasting room is open Tuesday 
to unday  am to pm and serves 
fl ights o  uchanans si  brews

NEW TAPROOMS FOR
BOSTON, KENNEL
AND BUCHANAN’S DUVEL

VLB BERLIN AND DUPONT TO HOST 
BEER CONFERENCE IN ETHIOPIA
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IN BRIEFBREW NEWS

Available from Brew For 
rica  ome ru ing by 
ran  van ensveen is 

outh rica s fi rst locally 
produced homebrewing 
book. The book caters 
to beginners and those 

further along in the 
hobby  with special 

chapters on substituting 
international ingredients 
with local alternatives. It 

retails at R299.

he fi rst boutique gin 
has been launched in 

swatini  ormerly nown 
as Swaziland. Imbali Craft 
Gin is currently available 

exclusively at Umoya shop 
in the Ngwenya Glass 
precinct  close to the 
Oshoek border post.

Situated just outside 
udtshoorn  horny 

Creek Brewery opened 
its doors in October. 
At the moment there 
is ust one beer  an 

amber ale  on the menu  
alongside organic food 
in the attached deli. The 
brewery is open Friday 

to Sunday.

FIRST SOUTH 
AFRICAN 

HOMEBREWING 
BOOK PUBLISHED

THORNY CREEK 
BREWERY OPENS 
IN LITTLE KAROO

FIRST CRAFT 
GIN FOR 

ESWATINI

oodstoc  rewery has 
scored a spot in this year’s 

ullers  riends range  
an initiative by the British 

brewery Fuller’s. The Cape 
Town brewery’s collaboration 
brew will feature alongside 
beers rom ilot cotland  

iny ebel ales  agic 
oc  ngland  ac  

Norway  and tone  ood 
ustralia  he si  beers will 

be packaged together and 
sold at  retailer aitrose

WOODSTOCK 
BREWERY IN 
FULLER'S & 

FRIENDS SIX-PACK

INTERNET OF THIRST
MEASURE, UNDERSTAND AND IMPROVE.

ADVERTORIAL

BEVERAGE INSIGHTS

M  
N N  

and  
these are the key 

principles of how we tackle 
problems at ech   

 A passion for beer and a 
love of technology created 
what is today known as 
Beverage Insights.  Four 
years ago we set out to 
solve the challenge of self-
service beer  however  we 
quickly realised that in South 
Africa we were trying to 
solve a problem that didn’t 
need solving.  Front-of-
house was not where the 
issue lay   it was bac o
house and the logistics of 
minimising shrinkage and 

ensuring the quality of 
draught beer on a line.

SO WHAT DID WE DO? 
e developed system 

dashboards and alerts 
providing real-time analytics 
that enables business owners 
to be one step ahead and 
make proactive decisions when 
it comes to running a brewery  
pub or distributor within this 
dynamic industry.

 ith the help o  some early 
adopters and many hours of 
development and engineering  
we have a proudly South African 
solution that is a robust  easily 
installed connected  beer 
line.  The units come in a single-
line version or a 4-line version 

and are capable of tracking 
fl ow volume and temperature 
o  the chiller  ridge or python 
at the time of each pour.

 The devices can be easily 
set up through a messaging 
app  and the use o  bots help 
guide the installation teams 
through the device setup  rom 
inputting GPS coordinates to 
assigning breweries and brands 
to each draught line. 

HOW CAN WE HELP YOU? 
The system aims to provide 
better insights to bars  
breweries and liquor 
distributors by removing the 
guesswork and providing 
accurate and real time fl ow 
data. The solution allows for 

the process of moving and 
selling beer to be optimised 
and ultimately made more 
profi table   

 nother benefi t is that the 
hardware and reports cost as 
little as the price of a draught 
per week. 

 It’s all about measuring 
with sensors  understanding 
the successes and the pain 
points  then improving and 
optimising the process in 
order to sell and move more 
beer  which is ultimately better 
or everybody   because let s 

be honest  the world is better 
with beer.

beverageinsights.co
info@beverageinsights.co
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Send it to 
lucy@ontapmag.co.za and you 

might just see your name in 
print. If your story is chosen for 
publication, you’ll get a year’s 
subscription to On Tap on us!

SHAE LEIGH 

B arney is a dinosaur that I fought in a toy store. I 
kicked his butt and � lmed the � ght, and won tickets 
to a... woah. You need the full story � rst.

Once upon a time, there was a purple dinosaur 
that stood innocently in a toy store. � at said, if the 

Barney songs I sang as a kid are anything to go by he might not 
be all that innocent. Nevertheless, that's where he lived. Once 
upon a time there was also a not-purple human who lived close 
by. Maybe also not so innocent but there were no songs about 
that (fortunately). � is human liked to win things. � e lottery 
was never appealing but festival 
tickets, or goodies or food... now 
that was the good stu� .

It began with an online dare – 
and a promise of tickets to a craft 
beer festival. � e human uttered 
online the immortal words “I would 
do anything to get tickets to that 
festival”, and so the gauntlet was 
laid and the adventure began. � e 
human kitted up with the least conspicuous out� t, grabbed 
the trusty cellphone and headed for the store. Luckily, on a 
sweltering hot day, the chariot (second-hand student vehicle) 
didn’t have to go far. � e doors of the store were wide open and 
welcoming but… something was wrong. � e human armed 
with excuses and awkward-moment jokes, entered the store 
and in the far corner stood a security guard. 

With all the e� ort focused on choosing an out� t that 

didn’t attract attention, a rather key point was overlooked: 
this human didn’t have a child but was studiously browsing a 
children’s store. But it was too late to turn back. Human pride 
was at stake. A pride so vehement that said human would even 
scu�  e with a purple dinosaur to protect it (the pride, not the 
dinosaur, obviously).

It’s interesting to note that toy stores don’t put the biggest stu� ed 
animals in the front. � e human � rst encountered a � st-sized purple 
dinosaur. � at would do nothing for the ego or the video. Next 
came an out-of-shape dinosaur that would only be worth laughing 

at, and three sizes later the biggest that 
this lump of colour came in was knee 
high. Sigh. 

A quick glance around the store, 
a lightning bolt move to prop the 
cellphone up on a smaller purple 
dinosaur and the � ght began. Slow at 
� rst but then… POW! BASH! WAP! 
DING! (� e actual noises were closer 
to soft thumps and cotton wool in 

an ear.) � e human reigned over the purple dinosaur, took a 
bow on camera and rushed out the toy store avoiding all eye 
contact with any members of the security detail. 

� e video went online, got instant recognition and the two 
tickets were granted to none other than the Capital Craft Beer 
Festival. Let’s just say, the human has never looked back and 
now runs a beer blog on Instagram. � at’s how the obsession 
began and there’s no sight of it slowing down. 

It began with an online 
dare – and a promise 

of tickets to a craft 
beer festival

GOT A BEERY 
TALE TO SHARE?

WIN

THE DINOSAUR FIGHT
THAT LAUNCHED
A PASSION FOR CRAFT BEER
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OT: What has been the greatest moment 
of your career so far at Birkenhead?
B: I started as a general worker the day the brewery opened 
its doors; I worked very hard and was shortly involved with the 
brewing process  y greatest moment was when  fi nally started 
brewing on my own and seeing the joy on the customers faces 
when they drink my beer. It’s a wonderful experience to look at 
a smile and think... I did that.
A: I only recently started at Birkenhead Brewery. My main 
ob ective was not to ma e new beers  but ma e our e isting 
beers better  e entered two o  our beers in the orld eer 

wards and won awards or both o  them  so  am very proud o  
this achievement.

OT: So what is the secret to staying in business 
in the beer industry for all these years?
A: Service delivery and a solid relationship with customers and 
suppliers. Most of our relationships are as old as the brewery.

OT: And what has been the biggest challenge?
B: In the early days we struggled to convince the consumer that 
there is more to life than the tried and tested mass-produced 

We always think of our beer industry as 
being in its infancy, but this year Birkenhead 

Brewery, based in Stanford, celebrates its 
20th birthday. We chatted to Birkenhead’s 
brewers, Benson Macupe and Alexander 
Krosnov about the milestone anniversary.

beers  but the act that we introduced something di erent to a lager 
our oney londe recipe is  years old  helped a lot in this regard

OT: Have you seen any change in your 
clientele over the years?
B: Drastically! Our consumers changed from the select few to 
the everyday consumer. Our average consumer age came down 
considerably. Other factors also came into play in that women 
embraced craft beer and started asking for our brands by name.

OT: How did the craft beer boom affect life 
at Birkenhead?
A: n some instances it was good  by helping us to create more 
craft beer awareness. For a time we did see a number of sub-par 
beers produced in the industry  which caused people to move 
bac  to mass produced beer  so that was a setbac  but we believe 
that with the great work done by the Craft Beer Association of 

outh rica  this will soon be a thing o  the past

OT: Are you planning any sort of celebration 
to mark your two decades in the industry?
A: e will have some sort o  in ormal gathering at the brewery to 
celebrate all the hard wor  done by our pioneers  but nothing too 
big. For now we are just concentrating on making award winning 
beers for the people of South Africa.

OT: We’ve recently seen a rebrand and new beers 
added to the range – what’s next for Birkenhead?
B: e are playing around with some ideas involving wine barrels  

e are also loo ing at adding some accommodation to our 
brewery to make your visit last a little bit longer.

OT: So who is behind Hey 
Joe?
AVZ: Gavin Magrath is the founder and 

 es been homebrewing or the 
past  years and has a fi rm passion 
for Belgian beers. After cycling past La 
Croix Du Sud farm outside Franschhoek 
and seeing it was or sale  he decided 
that this would be the ideal location to 
build a brewery that would resemble 
a Belgian abbey and produce Belgian 
inspired beers. 
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The festive season is upon us, the braais 
are permanently lit and it seems that 
everyone has a cool one in hand. But 

what will you drink this summer if you’re 
pregnant, driving or just off the booze? 
Lucy Corne looks at the non-alcoholic 

options available in South Africa.

“What’s the point in non-alcoholic beer?” I 
have heard the question many times as people 
claim that they would rather drink juice or 
coke or water. But I truly believe that non-
alcoholic beers – or other booze substitutes – 
have a crucial role to play in society.

� ere are many reasons why a person 
might not be drinking: pregnant, taking 
a break, designated driver. � ere could be 
religious reasons or health reasons or perhaps 
someone simply doesn’t like to drink. But 
social drinking is a part of our culture, just 
as it is in countless countries across the globe. 
I remember a friend several years ago who 
decided to give up booze for a while. He 
didn’t � nd it di�  cult to not drink, but what 
he found tricky was that almost every social 
situation came with a side of beer or wine or 
gin. It’s not that you’re expected to get drunk 
at every event you attend, but having a glass 
of wine with dinner or a beer around the braai 

or a cocktail on a Friday afternoon is simply 
a part of the fabric of our society. And if you 
don’t drink you can’t help feeling left out.

It was when I was pregnant that I � rst 
realised the importance of non-alcoholic beer. 
Until then I’d been squarely in the “what’s the 
point?” camp. But sipping a glass of tap water 
or a milkshake somehow doesn’t make you feel 
like a part of the party the way a non-alcoholic 
beer or a mocktail does. If you’re abstaining 
from booze but would rather not talk about it, 
a sneaky non-alc beer poured into a glass will 
keep the awkward questions away. And non-
alcoholic beverages also work wonderfully as 
a way to pace yourself at a party. Alternating 
a normal beer with a non-alcoholic version is 
altogether more realistic than the “one beer, 
one glass of water” theory that we all intend 
to follow but never actually manage to stick to 
after that � rst glass of H2O.

So we gathered a panel of tasters, including 

a pregnant woman, a teetotaller and several 
beer lovers, and sat down to taste some of 
South Africa’s non-alcoholic options. Here’s 
what we found. 

WHAT TO

DRINKING

DRINK WHEN
YOU’RE NOT

n outh rica  drin s that are  
ABV or under are considered to be 
non-alcoholic. Some theorize that the 
fi gure  used in many countries around 
the world  is a hangover  i  you ll 
pardon the pun  rom  prohibition  
which capped alcohol levels at  o 
put it into perspective  this is about the 
same alcohol level as a glass of orange 
juice. To gain the title of "alcohol-
ree  a beverage must contain less 

than  alcohol by volume 

TOPCHOICE

HOW MUCH IS NOTHING?
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1 BAVARIA 
avaria comes in a range o  fl avoured 

variants including strawberry  lemon  
apple  peach  pomegranate and our 
avourite  ginger and lime  hey re 

great for those with a sweeter 
tooth who don’t want something as 
saccharine as a soda  although they 
probably won’t hit the mark for a 
habitual beer drinker. 

3 BECK’S BLUE  
t quac s li e a beer  said 

one of our tasters and the rest 
agreed that this was one of the 
best brews of the day. Crisp and 
clean it wasn’t too far from the 
original ec s  e didn t even 
mind the slight skunkiness – the 
lightstruck character reminded 
us of regular Beck’s!

4 BITBURGER DRIVE 
The outright favourite of one of our 
tasters  who has been nown to opt 
for one over a real beer on a sunny 
afternoon. The panel praised the 
mouth eel  which wasn t too ull or too 
watery  hile malt is ront and centre  
there is some bitterness  leaving a 
long and pleasant fi nish

GERSTEL 
Available exclusively at Checkers 
and hoprite  erstel was one o  
the most popular brews of the 
day  here s not much aroma  but 
fl avour wise it was airly balanced  
A little watery but this made it 
more drinkable than some of the 
fuller bodied brews.

ERDINGER WEISSBRÄU 
ALKOHOLFREI 

 you ve ever tasted wort that 
is  beer that is yet to erment  
then you’d have an idea what 

rdinger s non alcoholic weiss 
tastes like. The panel found it a 
little cloying and not as thirst-
quenching as others  though 
the non- beer drinkers enjoyed 
the sweetness. It’s also pitched 
as a healthy option loaded with 
vitamins and isotonic properties – 
a sports drink for beer lovers!

9 HOPTOWN PALE ALE 
rewed at ild lover in 
tellenbosch  optowns non

alcoholic pale ale offered up a 
vague whiff of rye bread but very 
little malt on the palate   you fi nd 
non alcs too sweet  this one is at 
the opposite end o  the scale  with 
plenty o  bitterness  although not 
a great deal o  hop fl avour

11 VALENTINS WEISSBIER 
The second weiss on the menu 
was met with mixed reviews. Some 
reckoned it to be not too far from 
a regular weiss; some loved the 
vanilla  while others ound it overly 
sweet  ost agreed though  that 
while you could easily enjoy the 
fi rst can  you couldn t drin  more 
than one in a single sitting.

8 DEVIL’S PEAK 
ZERO TO HERO 

anellists pic ed up pepper  
citrus and a hint of ginger in 
Devil’s Peak’s non-alcoholic 
pale ale  t s very low on body  
with a pleasant though not 
overpowering bitterness.

5 CLAUSTHALER 
t tastes li e standing outside 

Newlands Brewery with your mouth 
open  said one o  our tasters  
which met with knowing nods from 
the rest  t s airly sweet and grainy  
but still rated quite highly with the 
panel   lemon version we ound it 
too sweet  is also available  though 
Clausthaler’s dry-hopped non-
alcoholic lager has sadly not yet 
made it to SA.

2 CASTLE FREE 
Far less sweet than some of the 
beers on the table  our home grown 
non-alcoholic scored well thanks to 
its crisp  dry fi nish  light body and 
general drinkability.

LAGERS LAGERS
ABV

PALE 
ALES AND 
WEISSBIER

hile most non alcoholic beers 
are brewed to mimic pale lagers  
we managed to get our hands on 
a ew other options  all readily 
available in SA.

10 BREWDOG NANNY STATE 
There’s very little body to this pale 
ale but what it does have plenty 
of is hops. The crew enjoyed 
the aroma o  citrus and pine  
describing the beer as heavily 
hopped soda water

PALE ALES & WEISSBIER

5

6  7 8

9

10 11

1 2 3 4

FEATURE
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OTHER OPTIONS
THE DUCHESS 
One of the biggest hits of the day is this local 
innovation  the alcohol ree  sn t that ust tonic 
water  you might as  but no  he uchess is in used 
with juniper berries and a range of other botanicals 
to mimic – fairly accurately – the taste of gin. There 
are three versions  loral smac s o  ur ish delight  
Greenery is heavy on the lime with a background hint 
o  cucumber  while the original  fl avoured with a host o  
spices  was by ar the avourite

LITTLE WOLF VIRGIN CIDER 
ddly  it was the non beer drin ers that were 

drawn to the aroma o  this dry hopped cider  while 
the beer nerds were on the fence. Most enjoyed 
the fl avour though  a dry cider with a slightly 
herbal undertone.

DEVIL’S PEAK ZERO 
TO HERO

e want you to stay 
sa e  drin  responsibly 
and yet still enjoy 
what you’re sipping 
this summer so we’re 
giving away a six-pack 
o  evil s ea  ero to 

ero  o enter  ta e a 
selfi e with your non
alcoholic brew and tag 

n ap and evil s ea  
on social media.

There are various ways to produce a non-alcoholic 
beer. Some breweries complete the brewing and 
fermentation process and then remove the alcohol 
a terwards  by heating  vacuum distilling or by a 
reverse osmosis procedure  though all o  these 
processes will have an e ect on the end fl avour  ther 
breweries tac le the problem up ront  by producing 
a less fermentable wort or modifying fermentation 
conditions to keep the alcohol level down. 

HOW IS IT DONE?

TOPCHOICE

ICE TROPEZ 
vailable in ml cans or ml bottles  ce rope  

was the most divisive drink on the table. The beer 
drinkers couldn’t get past the cloying sweetness from 
the grape uice and peach fl avouring o  this alcohol
free wine cooler substitute. But the non-drinkers 
lapped it up  claiming that it loo s ancy and ma es 
you eel a part o  the party  e recommend serving 
it over ice.

info@ngunibeer.co.za | www.ngunibeer.co.za
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I
n 1992, Queen 
Elizabeth II 
brought the term 
annus horribilis 
into the general 
public’s vocabulary. 
It had been a rough 

year for the royals, what with 
scandals and divorces and a big 
old � re at Windsor Castle. Of 
course, the brewers of South 
Africa haven’t had to deal with 
tell-all books or leaked photos 
of a family member sucking 
someone’s toes, but I think 
many in the industry would 
agree that 2018 has been a 

fairly horrible year. 
� ere has been a lot of talk 

this year of bubbles bursting, 
of oversaturation, of the death 
of craft in South Africa. I don’t 
buy into that, but it’s evident 
that the market is changing. 
Gone are the days when a 
brewer can put out a blonde, 
a weiss and a stout, brew a 
500-litre batch a couple of times 
a month and expect to � nd a 
home for it in the fridges of bars 
and liquor stores. Competition 
is rife, quality is improving, 
innovation is everywhere and if 
you want to play in craft beer 

circles, you need to stand out 
from the pack.

CHANGES & CHALLENGES
� ere have been major 
changes in the industry this 
year. In February, Jack Black 
announced that they had sold 
a minority share of the business 
to Heineken. A few months 
later, our oldest microbrewery, 
Mitchell’s, operating in Knysna 
for 35 years, switched o�  its 
kettles for the last time and 
became a contract brand, 
brought into the fold of the 
increasingly mighty Signal Hill. 

Signal Hill has become a major 
national player, expanding their 
portfolio, expanding their reach 
and often lowering their prices 
to levels that small producers 
can’t compete with. 

But then should they be 
trying to compete? � e topic 
of brewpubs is covered in great 
depth on page 32, but I feel it’s a 
topic that can’t be covered often 
enough. Too many brewers in 
South Africa are still trying to 
survive with a 1000-litre system 
in a remote industrial area. Craft 
retailers have full shelves and 
fridges and need a compelling 

FEATURE

LUCY CORNE

STATE

INDUSTRY
OF THE
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reason to replace a trusted 
brand with a new brew. Earlier 
this year I conducted a survey 
with the brewers, with one 
of the questions asking “what 
is your biggest challenge as a 
craft brewer?” Of the 115 that 
responded, many cited the same 
issues over and over: shelf space, 
real estate, distribution, actually 
selling the beer. 

� ere is de� nitely a gap 
or two in the market for more 
craft beer distributors, but 
there is also a great need for 
innovative thinking when it 
comes to selling beer. Instead 
of trying to get your ales on tap 
at Beerhouse or Banana Jam or 
Capital Craft, head instead to 
your local bars and restaurants. 
Brew a damn good beer, � nd 
outlets that don’t yet serve craft 
and convince them that this is 
the beer for them. 

FACE TO FACE SALES
However large or small, I believe 
that a taproom is absolutely 
essential for every brewery or 
contract brand. Of those that 
responded to the survey, 26% 
have no on-site consumption 
at all. Just under 14% were 
contract brewers (although 
a high portion of contract 
brewers did not respond and 
I would estimate this � gure as 
being more like 20%) with the 
remainder either operating a 
brewpub (22.6%) or combining 
both on-consumption and 
distribution (37.4%). A 
taproom is so crucial for many 
reasons – you need to give 
your brand a face and a story; a 
reason for people to remember 
your beer when they see it in 
a liquor store fridge alongside 
120 others. It’s a way to meet 
your public, to explain your 
beers to the public, to serve 
your beers in their most perfect 
state. Consumer education 
was considered one of the top 
challenges for small brewers and 
there is simply no � ner way to 
guarantee that your drinker will 
understand your beer than if 
you explain it to them yourself.

Opening a taproom of 
course comes with hefty costs 
and one of my favourite trends 
this year was the advent of the 

collab taproom: Just Brewing 
partnered with Old Potter 
to open At Hops End in 
Modderfontein; Kennel and 
Elysium launched Absolute 
Craft in Paarl, while the Brewers 
Collective sees a group of Cape 
Town nanobrewers – mostly 
those without their own 
taproom – getting together to 
present their beers directly to 
the public at rotating venues. In 
the spirit of collaboration, CBC 
continued with its tap takeover 
series o� ering small breweries 
a platform to get their beers 
into the hands of the wider 
public. Although this year has 
been tough for many, it’s so 
heartening to see the industry 
working together and it’s been a 
bumper year for collab brews – 
the perfect way to innovate and 
keep your brand relevant.

CHANGING TASTES
For a variety of reasons – the 
weak rand, the increased 
competition, the price wars 
and the general lack of cash in 
consumers’ pockets – this winter 
has been a rough one. Perhaps 
the economic downturn had 
a lot to do with the marked 
slowdown in the number of new 
breweries opening. In 2016, 
35 microbreweries (including 
contract brands) started up. In 
2017 that number rose very 
slightly to 36. In 2018 just 14 
new breweries launched – and 
at least half a dozen closed.

But it’s not all bad news. 
One of the most surprising 
aspects of the survey was seeing 
which beers the South African 
drinker is buying. Of course 
it came as no shock that pale 
lagers remain the most popular 
style – a third of respondents 
said that their biggest seller 
fell into this category. But pale 
ales – not blondes – came in 
second, and most pleasing of 
all, 11% of respondents said 
that their biggest selling beer 
was an IPA. � is shows a real 
maturation of the market, 
with drinkers moving to more 
� avourful, less familiar beers.

It’s been a year with almost 
as many closures as openings, 
but it’s also been a year � lled 
with innovation and new 

developments: canning lines 
and cask ales; barrel aged barley 
wines, Brett saisons and even a 
braggot; international collabs, 
international awards, oceanic 
beers and an increased interest in 
making beer as environmentally 
friendly as possible.

We are in a situation where 
we are constantly comparing 
ourselves to what’s happening 
in America or Australia or 
the UK, but we’re really 
not being fair to ourselves. 
We have a marvellous thing 
going here. Our beers are 
improving by the day, our 

market is gradually growing, 
many of our brewers are 
constantly reading and 
studying and travelling to 
try and gather every possible 
piece of information to make 
their next brew even better. 
If you take Jack Black’s 2007 
launch as the start of South 
Africa’s craft beer scene, you 
realise that we’re not yet in 
our adolescence. I think we 
can say that 2018 has been 
a year of growing pains and 
just like anyone who is 
nearing their teenage years, 

there will undoubtedly be 
tough times ahead.

A LOOK AHEAD
So what lies in store for 2019? 
Well, I expect to see a few 
more closures and a few more 
breweries changing hands, but 
I also expect to see continued 
innovation. Just as the craft 
beer drinker is maturing, so is 
the brewer, who is looking for 
ways to experiment and expand 
and become a better brewer. 
Barrel ageing programmes are 
on the increase, hazy IPAs aren’t 
going to go away any time soon 
and sour styles might just start 
to catch on. Cans are going to 
be big, while ABVs are looking 
likely to shrink if we follow a 
global trend towards low and 
even non-alcoholic beer. 

Another global issue, 
one that I heard discussed 
at great length at this year’s 
Craft Brewers Conference 
in Nashville, is the issue of 
diversity. By its nature, beer is a 
welcoming, inclusive beverage 
– the everyman’s drink. But we 
are still trying to � nd a way to 
make our craft beer scene more 
diverse. Of the 115 brewers that 
responded to the survey, 52% 
admitted to having not one 
female employee. Almost 50% 
employ one or fewer people 
from previously disadvantaged 
backgrounds. It can be a tricky 
topic to address, but let’s start 
talking about it, let’s see how 
we can grow the industry and 
widen the fan base.

To end on a high, I am very 
hopeful that we are going to see 
something really special next 
year. In November, I heard 
a talk from Bloemfontein’s 
Liquid Culture who were 
speaking at Africa Brew. 
� eir work with liquid yeast 
is making it look very likely 
t hat 2019 will be the � rst year 
that we can produce a truly 
South African beer, with all 
four ingredients (plus whatever 
other fruits or botanicals the 
brewer wishes to add) sourced 
from within our borders. If 
we can get that right then this 
year’s annus horribilis could 
well be replaced in 2019 with 
an annus awesomilis. 

11% OF 
RESPONDENTS 

SAID THAT 
THEIR BIGGEST 
SELLING BEER 

WAS AN IPA

IT’S SO 
HEARTENING 
TO SEE THE 
INDUSTRY 
WORKING 
TOGETHER
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WHAT HOLDS TRUE FOR THE GRAPE

We’ve all seen that tired meme announcing 
that ‘beauty is in the eye of the beerholder’, but 
the very thing that holds your beer – the glass 
– has an effect on so much more than just its 

appearance. Kamini Dickie takes a look at what 
the correct glassware can do for your beer.

L
ike wine, di� erent 
styles of beer need 
di� erent glasses to 
enhance the bouquet, 
the taste and the 
balance of the 

delicious liquid that lies within. 
As with wine and spirits, good 
beer deserves to be served in 
re� ned glassware. 

A glass that is designed 
around a beer o� ers a full sensory 
experience, beginning with the 

appearance – it is candy for the 
eye. � ere is a glorious spectrum 
of colour across the beer rainbow 
depending on the style: from pale 
golden lagers through coppery 
brown ales, rich reds and ambers 
to deep, near-black stouts. � e 
slender pilsner glass, for example, 
shows o�  the bright, light colour 
of the beer. And it’s not just about 
colour: each glass is designed in a 
way that accentuates the foamy 
head of its respective style. 

ENHANCING AROMA
� e shape of the glass directs how 
the aroma reaches the nose. What 
we taste is very closely connected 
to smell: about 80% of our sense 
of taste derives from our sense of 
smell. In beer much of the aroma 
is trapped in the foam. In a typical 
wide-mouth pint glass the aroma 
simply bubbles o� , whereas in a 
tulip-shaped glass the aromas are 
captured and held securely in the 
bowl of the glass allowing you to 

stick your nose in and breathe in 
the fragrance.

� en comes the delight on the 
palate: the fragrant hop bouquet 
or a fruity acidity or the rich 
malty sweetness. Particular glass 
shapes work best for certain styles 
of beer – the glass has to reveal 
the inner quality of the beer and 
enhance the sensory nuances that 
make that brand unique. Picture a 
Bavarian wheat beer in a tall vase 
that curves in from a narrow  

FOR THE HOP
HOLDS TRUE
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base, opens wide near the top 
before curving in at the rim. It is 
designed to enhance the banana-
like and spicy aromas, while the 
concave shape helps concentrate 
the thick, � u� y head. It’s a classic 
Hefeweizen glass.

� en there’s the tulip, perfect 
for hoppy beers such as IPAs; it’s 
a glass that tilts the beer towards 
the back of the tongue where 
the majority of taste receptors 
that detect bitterness are found. 
Variations on the tulip work well 
with malty ales where the rich 
sweetness is picked up by the 
sweet sensing taste buds near the 
tip of the tongue; it’s a glass that 
also encourages deep sipping. 
For strong ales and barley wines 
a snifter is perfect; it’s akin to a 
brandy and cognac glass – perfect 
for savouring the multifaceted 
rich aromas and tastes and taking 
it easy. 

SCIENCE OR PSYCHOLOGY?
For some time now designers 
have been reshaping classic glasses 
using science to instruct their 
ideas. But, how much has this 
to do with hard science and how 
much is down to psychology – 
the situational elements of where 
you are and who you’re with? 
It’s impossible to separate the 
aesthetic, emotional, intangible 
experience from the science 
e� ects of design; that’s because 
you’re highly unlikely to enjoy a 
beer while sitting in a laboratory. 
However, there is merit in 
the scienti� c approach when 
designing the perfect shape of 
glass. A multifaceted approach to 
bringing the individual attributes 
of a beer to the fore during the 
drinking experience. And of 
course if you speak with brand 
owners, beer sommeliers and 
a� cionados they will tell you that 
the glass, without doubt, a� ects 
how the liquid inside is perceived. 

Even if the di� erence cannot 
be fully backed by hard science, 
beer, wine and spirits served in 
beautiful glassware (similar to 
such drinks served from bottles 
with beautiful labels) tend to 
be perceived as being higher 
quality. � ere’s even an industry 
term for the phenomenon: 
‘drinking the label.’ But, this 
is not why successful brewers 
team up with designers and 
glass manufacturers. Good beer 
doesn't doesn’t need to hide 

behind a label.
Over 10 years ago Samuel 

Adams and the Boston Beer Co 
worked with sensory experts 
TIAX to identify and evaluate 
the functional design features 
needed in a glass to highlight 
Boston lager’s key attributes; 
the company undertook 
consumer research and went on 
to collaborate with glassware 
designer and manufacturer 
Rastal to produce the ultimate in 

functional glass design.
Beer has very di� erent 

requirements from a glass 
than wine: the glass must be 
designed for when it’s full and 
then continue to function right 
down to the last drop. � e 
balloon-shaped wine glass, � rst 
introduced by Riedel, who have 
designed glasses for every type of 
wine imaginable, is designed to 
hold a relatively small amount 
of wine (about a third or less) 
allowing the aroma to collect in 
the bowl. 

GLASSES FOR CRAFT
� rough their sister company 
Spiegelau, Riedel have brought 
their expertise and credibility to 
beer by introducing classic beer 
glasses. � ey developed the IPA 
glass in collaboration with US 
craft brewing companies Dog� sh 
Head and Sierra Nevada; it is 
designed to showcase the alluring 
and complex pro� les of American 
‘hop-forward’ IPAs. In 2014 the 
company teamed with US craft 
brewers Left Hand Brewing Co 
and Rogue Ales to create the 
de� nitive stout glass: a glass 
shaped to accentuate the roasted 
malt, rich co� ee and chocolate 
notes that de� ne the style.

In the years to follow, 
Spiegelau, in collaboration 
with brewers, designed the 
American wheat beer glass and 
the ‘barrel-aged’ beer glass. In 

2017, a chic stylish pilsner glass 
was developed to showcase the 
aromatic structure of pilsner 
beers. Known as ‘Craft Pils’ it 
was crafted in collaboration with 
the Austrian brewery Trumer 
Privatbrauerei.

Today brewers worldwide 
prefer to serve their � agship 
brands in bespoke glassware, and 
nowhere is this more true than 
in Belgium. � e Belgians take 
signature glasses to another level 
– every beer has its own glass. 

Of course beer can be enjoyed 
from a bottle, or a can and 
much of this is dependent on 
the occasion and location; but 
beer in a proper glass somehow 
liberates it and shows o�  all 
its qualities. It enhances the 
drinking experience – it’s the 
whole multi-sensory experience. 
� is is branded glassware 
specially designed to accentuate 
a beer’s unique visual, haptic 
and sensory qualities and to 
heighten consumer enjoyment. 
It’s a savvy brewer who uses 
branded glassware, Belgian-style 
beer glasses, over-sized red wine 
glasses and even champagne 
� utes to stress the quality of her 
or his beers. 

Beer has 
very different 
requirements 
from a glass 

than wine

PILSNER 
GLASS

SNIFTER
GLASS

HEFEWEIZEN 
GLASS

STOUT 
GLASS

BARREL-AGED 
GLASS

WIDE MOUTH 
PINT GLASS

IPA
GLASS

TULIP
GLASS

AMERICAN 
WHEAT BEER 
GLASS

CRAFT PILS 
GLASS

MAKING BUBBLES
As well as shape and 
size, there’s another 

little weapon that many 
beer glasses possess: 

nucleation. Often 
there is a laser-edged 
nucleation site on the 

inside base of the glass. 
Scratches etched in the 
glass act as the starting 
point for the formation 
of a CO2 bubble. The 

bubbles rising through 
the beer create a 
consistent aroma 
release and add a 

certain sparkle. 

BEERGINNER’S GUIDE
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  The alcohol measurement is done during the production of beer and beer-based mixed drinks.

- RHOTEC ALC-TAX allows measuring alcohol during the production, when alcohol content needs to be 
determined by a certified instrument for reasons of taxation.

- BEER MONITOR measure simultaneously alcohol and extract during the production of beer and beer-
based mixed drinks.

YOUR PARTNER FOR 
ACCURATE MEASUREMENT 
AND EXPERT SUPPORT 



GOING PRO

Brewing beer is one thing, but actually managing to 
sell it is a whole different challenge. Murray Slater 

investigates the options when it comes to getting 
your beer into the hands of consumers. 

Our industry is very much in fl u  
following a boom period of 
around eight years. Breweries 
are consolidating  ta ing on 
e ternal investment  building 
state-of-the-art production 

facilities and distributing nationally.  On 
the fl ip side  many brewery start ups have 
closed    lot o  time  investment and 
e ort was put into recipe ormulation  
production and branding. Yet by far 
the biggest challenge  that o  the route 
to mar et  was not really given much 
consideration. Here lies the greatest 
reason for start-up failures. Many brewers 
seemed to have a fi eld o  dreams  
philosophy  thin ing that i  they brewed 
it  the cra t beer lovers would drin  it  
Sadly it was a mistake that ended more 
than one business  and a mista e that 
other brewers can hopefully learn from. 

Self-distribution seemed to be the 
choice o  many start ups in the early  
bright eyed  bushy tailed days  he 

romantic notion of the brewer driving 
around in their beat up old bakkie fully 
loaded with kegs to deliver to carefully 
chosen retail partners had a place and 

time. It gave the brewer the chance to 
interact with the frontline customers while 
retaining control of the product and how 
it was stored and served. Plus it cut out 
the chunk of change usually handed over 
to third party distributors. But the market 
has moved on from these early pioneer 

days and increased competition has all 
but closed the door on this romantic 
model. 

DISTRIBUTION OR BREWPUB?
hese days  i  you want to distribute 

urther than your bac yard  you re going 
to have to sign up with a distributor. Of 
course  they re going to ta e a piece o  
the pie  typically in the   range 
– but in exchange they will give you the 
opportunity to focus on the product 
and its development and manufacture 
while they tackle the business of getting 
your beer on the shelf. Distributors will 
also give you reach and therefore the 
potential of that holy grail of growth and 
volume  hen it comes to selling beer in 
the distribution model  the margins are 
small and so to ma e a profi t you need 
to move large volumes. Industry wisdom 
has it you need to be producing around 

 litres per month to sustain 
this model.  

Many brewers 
seemed to 

have a “fi eld 
of dreams” 
philosophy

THE ROUTE TO
MARKET
DISTRIBUTION                DESTINATION: VS
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But even with the desired volumes 
and a decent distributor  there is another 
hurdle: shelf space. Beer real estate 
in South Africa is not abundant and 
competition has become fi erce  with 
larger  established players able to out
manoeuvre the smaller start-ups on 
price point  consistency o  product and 
reliability of distribution.  So if you don’t 
want to scoot around your city delivering 
kegs from your car and you don’t want the 
e tra stress and e pense o  a distributor  
then what option is left?

he third model is that o  the brewpub  
which was – and still is – the driving force 
behind what has become a sustained 
revolution in craft beer in America. The 
defi nition o  a brewpub is rather vague  
according to the US Brewers Association 
it s an establishment  typically one 
including a restaurant  selling beer 
brewed on the premises  n the tates 
the defi nition is based on volumes and 
the presence of a kitchen. At the end of 

 there were over  breweries 
in the nited tates  including  
cra t breweries subdivided into  
brewpubs   microbreweries and  
regional craft breweries. 

In South Africa we currently have just 
over  breweries including contract 
brands  with at least  running itchens 
on the premises. Many more have tap 
rooms with a limited food offering. This 
model of running a small tap room has 
been embraced as both a place to 
showcase the product and a way to bring 
in some all important profi t  although 
these breweries still distribute most of 
their product. 

THE PLEASURES AND THE PITFALLS
The true brewpub model offers a unique 
opportunity to combine the love of beer 
with a high-quality restaurant experience. 
It also gives you direct route to market 
and removes the issues associated with 
both self and outsourced distribution.  
t s a game o  relatively small volume 
and high margin. The market comes 
to you for beer at its freshest and often 
are drawn by limited availability. The 
brewpub owner must create a compelling 
reason for people to come to you. This 
model does mean  unless you intend to 
open multiple brewpubs  that you will 

service a niche market and inevitably be 
a li estyle business  which or some is 
ideal. Brewhouse and Kitchen in the UK 
have shown that scaling the brewpub 
experience is possible. They opened their 
fi rst brewpub in ortsmouth in  in a 
little over fi ve years they have e panded 
to 20 brewpubs and are still growing.

o achieve success with a brewpub  
you have to maintain an outstanding 
experience foremostly based on quality 
o  produce  an ever changing  e citing 
o ering and e cellent  nowledgeable 
service. All of this is an incredible 
investment in time and money and can 
easily go wrong. As a brewpub owner 
you have to be many things  a brewer  
a cleaner  a bartender  a waiter  a che  
a trainer and the boss. Running a full 
restaurant is a whole other business and 

not for the faint hearted. These many 
hats might leave you exhausted and 
without time to enjoy the perceived 
per ect li estyle  ory ancellas  owner 
and head brewer of Aegir Project 

rewery  is o ten loo ed to as an 
example of how the brewpub model 
can succeed  but he believes some 
don t realise how tough it can be   
fear that everyone is going to jump 
on this brewpub thing without actually 
knowing what goes into it. Be prepared 
to work seven day weeks up to 15 hours 
a day to ma e it wor  he warns   

So with such long hours and so much 
that could go wrong  why are brewery 
owners turning to this model?  Roscoe 

leinloog  who recently opened appy 
ays rewery in the N idlands  cites 

the start-up costs for a bottling line and 
production of bottles for distribution 
as being prohibitive   he costs 
that go into bottling and distributing 

those bottles far outweigh the cost of 
serving beer from a keg at your own 
establishment  says leinloog   e adds 
that he would rather concentrate on the 

beer e perience  that his brewpub 
aims to impart on the customer. 

MARGINS AND SAVINGS
Lancellas has ceased any form of 
distribution after starting out with a mix 
o  on consumption and o consumption  
fi rst through sel distribution and then 
through a third party  e stoc ed very 
high-end restaurants and they didn’t 
look after the beers so we needed to 
pull bac  he e plains   e also notes 
that he now gets a lot more time to 
brew  develop recipes and interact with 
customers whereas before he would be 
out on the road distributing and selling 
his product.

ben ys  ounder and  o  ad 
iant rewery in o burg  operates 

a sizable brewery with an in-house 
restaurant  but also distributes    
started now in this current climate   
would open a brewpub and grow the 
brand be ore going into distribution  he 
says. He also observes that distribution is 
a long game in creating value for a brand 
that will likely lose you a lot of money 
along the way.

reg asey  rom ro aribbean 
rewing ompany  has a unique insight 

into both models from the vendor 
side of the fence. He started off as a 
restaurateur with a wide beer selection 
and now has an in-house brewery. He 
distributes to a very limited amount of 
accounts and pushes his own beers 
through his very popular and long-
established restaurant.  Casey has seen 
his margins noticeably increase since he 
began serving his own beers through a 
number of the restaurant’s taps. He is 
wary o  the pit alls o  distribution  ou 
need to now your boundaries  he 
warns   you don t now your beer s shel  
li e then don t put it on the shel  et a 
lab or do not distribute. Rather sell your 
beer resh rom brewpub or tap room  

ere  abo  director at one o  s 
biggest distributors of microbrewed 
beer  ignal ill roducts  sees three 
options going forward. He advocates 
for a consolidated distribution model: 

It's a game of 
relatively small 

volume and 
high margin
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 hand ul o  national brands that share 
costs and have a ully fl edged sales 
and merchandising service supporting 
the national distribution ootprint  e 
also acknowledges that there is space 
for regional breweries to supply their 
immediate area   they have a strong 
presence in a specifi c region they can 
keep distribution costs to a minimum by 
keeping the area in which they distribute 
small. This can most likely be done 
through a direct model to both off and 
on consumption  abo says  adding 
that in his mind  the most sustainable 
model for a start-up to pursue at the 
moment is the brewpub. 

The landscape has changed in 
the outh rican cra t beer industry  
with established breweries taking on 
investment and pursuing ar fl ung 
distribution chains in the pursuit 
of volume while others pull out of 
distribution and focus on direct sales. 
There are different ways to skin this 
cat. It is important you decide before 
starting up whether you are looking to 
service your local community with great 
beer or are looking for world – or at least 
country  domination  ither way you 
loo  at it  it s going to be hard wor  but 
then nothing ever worth it is easy. 

GOING PRO

1
AT HOPS END
Due to offi cially open in early 2019 in the Modderfontein Nature Reserve, 
At Hops End is a collab taproom between Just Brewing Co. and Old 
Potter’s Inn.  It’s only 20 minutes’ drive from Sandton but it feels like you 
are out in the bush with fi sh eagles fl ying as you sip and eat. 

2
BRAUHAUS AM DAMM
Brilliantly fresh German-style beers with German inspired food including 
the famous – and enormous – eisbein. Beautiful views of the Magaliesberg 
Mountains from the outside dining area.

3
CLARENS BREWERY
Home to one of South Africa’s most loved beer festivals, this brewpub has 
something of a cult status, with a wide range of beers, tasty platters and 
glorious views of the Eastern Free State. 

5
OLD POTTER’S INN AND BREWERY
A historic hotel in Greyton that has a great little beer selection, a kitchen 
with brewpub favourites like pizza and burgers, and the warm hospitality 
you expect for a rural dorpie.

4
HONINGKLIP BREWERY
En route from Cape Town to Hermanus, industry veterans Mark and 
Analize ter Morshuizen have built a great little brewpub serving Belgian-
style beers and big bowls of mussels. 

FIVE BREWPUBS TO SEEK OUT



Steam, Hot water and
Thermal oil boilers

BOILERS • BURNERS • FUEL OILS

INSTALLATIONS & SUPPORT

MANAGED ENERGY SOLUTIONS

Baltur
Oil & Gas Burners

Steam Boilers 

Low pressure steam boilers – 0,98 bar – BX series 

High pressure steam – 12 or 15 bar – SIXEN & GX series

Higher or Lower steam pressure boilers available

on request.

Outputs from 100 kg/hr to 25 000 kg/hr 

ICI steam boilers have reverse red as well as 3 pass design 

options. These are suitable for liquid and gaseous fuels, with 

efciencies greater or equal to 90%.

Hot Water Boilers 

Low Pressure hot water – 5 bar – REX series 

High Pressure hot water – 4,9 or 12 bar – ASX series 

Outputs from 70kW to 7 000kW 

Hot water for heat generation up to 100ºC in commercial and industrial 

processes (REX series), with higher temperatures obtainable in the ASX 

series. All models within each series are suitable for liquid and gaseous fuels.

Baltur Burners S.p.A. was established in Italy, in 1950, to offer 

innovative heating solutions to a rapidly growing market. At Baltur, research 

and development are the tasks of a dynamic team who transform the requests 

of the market into innovative new ideas.

Light Oil Burners
16,6kW to 10 500kW

We distribute a comprehensive range of 

Light oil burners. From single stage, two 

stage, progressive to modulating burners, 

we can specify the correct model to meet 

your specic requirements. 

Heavy Oil Burners
89kW to 10 500kW

We distribute a comprehensive range of 

Heavy oil burners. From single stage, two 

stage, progressive to modulating burners, 

we can specify the correct model to meet 

your specic requirements. 

Gas Burners
16,3kW to 11 000kW

We distribute a comprehensive range of 

Gas burners. From single stage, two 

stage, progressive to modulating burners, 

we can specify the correct model to meet 

your specic requirements.

ICI Caldaie S.p.A. founded in Italy, in 1958, is a cutting edge 

company in the heating industry, due to its continuous research and 

development of highly reliable heat generators, in step with 

technological evolution.

CELL:  082 529 6430 / 082 729 5934 

TEL: 021 224 0999

34 Harris Drive, Ottery, 7800

Cape Town, South Africa

EMAIL: info@fluidenergy.co.za

WEBSITE: www.fluidenergy.co.za

Service & Support
On-site maintenance and emergency call outs.

We operate a 24/7 client support team of technicians for our 

Western Cape clients. For clients outside this area we have 

service representatives who are ready to assist with our full 

support. 

We have a warehouse stocked with inventory of boilers, burners and spares. 

This allows us to offer the very best service possible. As part of a SLA 

(Service Level Agreement) we will guarantee the availability of certain spares 

and response times to call outs and breakdowns.  



THE CAPE
BEERLANDS

ON THE HOP

LUCY CORNE

I
t is South Africa’s second oldest 
town and is known worldwide for 
its wine. Grapes were � rst planted 
near Stellenbosch at the end of the 
17th century and although it has 
taken a few years – well OK, a few 

centuries – beer is starting to forge its own 
renegade route among the many vineyards. 
� e oldest wineries in Stellenbosch date back 
to 1682. By comparison, the region’s oldest 
breweries – Wild Clover and Stellenbrau – 
were founded as recently as 2012. But while 
the breweries might lack historical pedigree, 
they do share one thing in common with 
the surrounding wineries: they are all worthy 
destinations, o� ering tours, family-friendly 
activities, great views and of course, plenty of 
chances to taste.

THE BEER
� e town centre is alive with � ne restaurants 
and a couple of decent craft beer bars, but much 
like the wineries, Stellenbosch’s breweries all 
lie out of town. Take the R44 north and in 
just under 5km you reach LilyPatrick Craft 
Brewery (facebook.com/LilyPatrick). Opened 
in 2015, it’s a rustic taproom on a working 
fruit farm. � ere are two permanent beers on 

tap – Speak Easy Pale Ale and Rough Day IPA, 
a session IPA utilising all American hops. � e 
third tap is a rotating beer – when I visited 
they were pouring a very sessionable stout, but 
in summer you can expect to � nd a blonde 
or weiss in its place. LilyPatrick doesn’t serve 
food, but they do hand out menus from a local 
pizza joint that delivers to your table.

It’s less than 2km from LilyPatrick to 
Sir � omas Brewing Co. (sirthomasbrew.
com), a great place to break for lunch. Grab a 
wood-� red pizza and a taster tray of their � ve 
beers: Lighthouse Weiss, Honey Lager, Rooi 
Baard Amber, Hangklip IPA and the Brewers 
Blond. � e star is the Rooi Baard, showcasing 
subtle amounts of that most South African of 
ingredients, rooibos. I’m not normally a big 
fan of rooibos in beer, but here it is balanced, 
o� ering just a touch of red berries and a slight 
woodiness to the amber ale’s caramel character. 
Once you’ve got your chosen beer, grab a seat 
outside and soak up the � ne views, often with 
a soundtrack of live music.

One of the region’s longest running 
breweries sits 10km away on the R304. Ampie 
Kruger and Karel Coetzee launched Wild 
Clover Breweries (wildcloverbreweries.co.za) 
in 2012 following several years as homebrewers. 

Since then the brewery has grown from a 
self-built set of tanks to a 2000-litre shiny 
Spadoni system with a dedicated taproom and 
restaurant. As well as the Wild Clover range 
– Eagle Weiss, Blind Mole Pils, Double Owl 
Brown Ale and the � agship Black Dog porter 
– some of Wild Clover’s contract brands are 
available for tasting. 

From here it’s a mere 3km drive to 
Stellenbosch Brewing Company (stelliesbeer.
com) – a cheery and always bustling, family-
run brewery at Joostenberg farm. If you’re 
travelling with the kids, this is the brewery 
you’re looking for, with vast lawns to run 
around on, horse and cart rides, a jungle 
gym and an obstacle course with ziplines and 
a climbing wall. Back at the brewery, there’s 
always something new and experimental on 
tap alongside the core range, anchored by the 
award-winning Hoenderhok Bock. Food is 
simple and arrives quickly – don’t pass up a 
freshly made canelé paired with a taster of the 
Eike Stout.

BEYOND THE BREWERY
Not everyone travels for beer, and even those 
that do occasionally want to sample something 
else as well. You can’t visit Stellenbosch 
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I
t is South Africa’s second oldest 
town and is known worldwide for 
its wine. Grapes were � rst planted 
near Stellenbosch at the end of the 
17th century and although it has 
taken a few years – well OK, a few 

centuries – beer is starting to forge its own 
renegade route among the many vineyards. 
� e oldest wineries in Stellenbosch date back 
to 1682. By comparison, the region’s oldest 
breweries – Wild Clover and Stellenbrau – 
were founded as recently as 2012. But while 
the breweries might lack historical pedigree, 
they do share one thing in common with 
the surrounding wineries: they are all worthy 
destinations, o� ering tours, family-friendly 
activities, great views and of course, plenty of 
chances to taste.

THE BEER
� e town centre is alive with � ne restaurants 
and a couple of decent craft beer bars, but much 
like the wineries, Stellenbosch’s breweries all 
lie out of town. Take the R44 north and in 
just under 5km you reach LilyPatrick Craft 
Brewery (facebook.com/LilyPatrick). Opened 
in 2015, it’s a rustic taproom on a working 
fruit farm. � ere are two permanent beers on 

tap – Speak Easy Pale Ale and Rough Day IPA, 
a session IPA utilising all American hops. � e 
third tap is a rotating beer – when I visited 
they were pouring a very sessionable stout, but 
in summer you can expect to � nd a blonde 
or weiss in its place. LilyPatrick doesn’t serve 
food, but they do hand out menus from a local 
pizza joint that delivers to your table.

It’s less than 2km from LilyPatrick to 
Sir � omas Brewing Co. (sirthomasbrew.
com), a great place to break for lunch. Grab a 
wood-� red pizza and a taster tray of their � ve 
beers: Lighthouse Weiss, Honey Lager, Rooi 
Baard Amber, Hangklip IPA and the Brewers 
Blond. � e star is the Rooi Baard, showcasing 
subtle amounts of that most South African of 
ingredients, rooibos. I’m not normally a big 
fan of rooibos in beer, but here it is balanced, 
o� ering just a touch of red berries and a slight 
woodiness to the amber ale’s caramel character. 
Once you’ve got your chosen beer, grab a seat 
outside and soak up the � ne views, often with 
a soundtrack of live music.

One of the region’s longest running 
breweries sits 10km away on the R304. Ampie 
Kruger and Karel Coetzee launched Wild 
Clover Breweries (wildcloverbreweries.co.za) 
in 2012 following several years as homebrewers. 

Since then the brewery has grown from a 
self-built set of tanks to a 2000-litre shiny 
Spadoni system with a dedicated taproom and 
restaurant. As well as the Wild Clover range 
– Eagle Weiss, Blind Mole Pils, Double Owl 
Brown Ale and the � agship Black Dog porter 
– some of Wild Clover’s contract brands are 
available for tasting. 

From here it’s a mere 3km drive to 
Stellenbosch Brewing Company (stelliesbeer.
com) – a cheery and always bustling, family-
run brewery at Joostenberg farm. If you’re 
travelling with the kids, this is the brewery 
you’re looking for, with vast lawns to run 
around on, horse and cart rides, a jungle 
gym and an obstacle course with ziplines and 
a climbing wall. Back at the brewery, there’s 
always something new and experimental on 
tap alongside the core range, anchored by the 
award-winning Hoenderhok Bock. Food is 
simple and arrives quickly – don’t pass up a 
freshly made canelé paired with a taster of the 
Eike Stout.

BEYOND THE BREWERY
Not everyone travels for beer, and even those 
that do occasionally want to sample something 
else as well. You can’t visit Stellenbosch 
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without hitting a couple of wineries, but 
with hundreds to choose from, where do you 
start? Close to Wild Clover, Villiera is great 
for bubbly tasting and also o� ers daily game 
drives to see gira� es, zebras and a variety of 
buck. If you fancy a gourmet picnic while 
lounging in the sun, head to Warwick, 
but be sure to book ahead – the picnics are 
rightfully popular and spaces are frequently 
sold out. Middelvlei is less about the wine 
and more about family fun: kids can feed 
the farm animals and play lawn games, then 
enjoy a juice and candy pairing while grown-
ups try their hand at wine blending – a � ne 
afternoon activity for anyone who enjoys 
deconstructing the � avours of booze.

GRAB A BITE
In the past it seemed that you had to drive 
around the wineries for the best food in 
the area, but these days you can take a food 
crawl around the town centre. If you’re 
looking for breakfast on the run try Schoon 
Croissant & Coffee Bar, a hatch café just 
o�  Dorp St with tables in the courtyard. 
At lunchtime head to one of celeb chef 
Bertus Basson’s newest restaurants - 

De Vrije Burger, serving nothing but 
burgers and ice cream, or Spek & Bone, 
a tapas and wine bar o� ering pricey but 
delicious dishes. If it’s fancy food you seek, 
check out Restaurant Jardine, where chef 
George Jardine prepares dishes like stu� ed 
quail with gorgonzola mousse as part of a 
two- or three-course set menu.

STAY THE NIGHT
Following a � re that gutted the main 
building, Lanzerac (lanzerac.co.za) has 
risen from the ashes and reopened with 
a sleek new look. � e historic estate 
is wonderful for a summer splurge, its 
glorious grounds harbouring a deli, a 
large restaurant, elegant rooms and a spa 
with magni� cent mountain views. Even if 
you’re not staying over, pop in for a wine 
tasting or a beer in the adorable Taphuis 
pub – and yes, they do serve craft beer!

If you’re looking for cheap digs in the 
town centre you could join the backpackers 
and overlanders at the Stumble Inn. It’s a 
rowdy spot so you won’t get much sleep, 
but it’s cheap as chips and they also o� er 
well-priced wine tours.

1
ZEBONKEY
Brewer Jan Schmidtborn 
specialises in Weissbier, 
whether it’s traditional, 
smoked, brewed with ocean 
water or dosed with chillies.

2
WAGON TRAIL
There’s a cool taproom here 
or you can sample the beers 
out by the lily pond with a 
platter of meat and cheese.

3
STELLENBRAU
Now owned by Heineken, 
Stellenbrau offers tours and 
tastings, plus there’s a pub 
and beer garden where you 
can enjoy a pint.

THREE MORE TO VISIT
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Wild clover farm, r304, Stellenbosch 
Phone: 021 300 0370 

email:info@wildcloverbreweries.co.za 
website: wildcloverbreweries.co.za 

wildcloverbreweries 

wildcloverbreweries 
 
 

    

P u r e  h a n d c r a f t e d  b e e R  
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GROWN IN THE KAROO AND POURED IN AN 
INCREASING NUMBER OF HIP BARS, AGAVE SPIRIT IS 

THE LOCAL VERSION OF TEQUILA. 
MURRAY SLATER MEETS ITS MAKERS AND FINDS A 

SMOOTH, SIPPING SPIRIT BEST SERVED NEAT.

AFRICAN
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The blue agave plant takes eight years 
to mature in the heat of the semi-
arid desert. It looks like a cactus 
yet it’s a member of the lily family, 
protecting its juicy, � brous interior 

with thorny spines. And at its heart are the 
delicate earthy, spicy and � oral � avours that 
distillers seek to share with a thirsty public in 
the form of agave spirit.

� e spirit is of course best known as 
tequila, and in Mexico it also goes by mezcal or 
less frequently, komil. Much like champagne 
or port, we cannot call our locally produced 
version by these well-known names due to 
geographical protection, but we do produce 
it here. In fact, South Africa is the second 
most proli� c cultivator of blue agave in the 
world, second to – of course – Mexico. No-
one knows quite how the plants arrived here, 
but they were originally used for soil erosion 
control and as fodder crops for livestock 
during times of drought. � e plants now 
number in the millions and are farmed near 
Graa� -Reinet in the Karoo. And thanks to 
the success of our local agave farmers, we 
are now the fourth most proli� c consumers 
of agave-derived spirits in the world behind 
Mexico, USA and Russia. 

A DEVIL OF A PLANT
We as South Africans do like to support local 
– always lekker – and it seems that we have all 
of the ingredients for a thriving agave industry. 
I set out to learn more about this ancient spirit 
and the meet some of the faces championing 
the locally made version. 

Lucy Beard from Hope on Hopkins in 
Cape Town is best known for her acclaimed 
range of gins, but also produces a delicate 
and � oral ode to agave called Esperanza 
Blanco. She identi� es the naming issue as 
the single biggest challenge that agave spirit 
faces in the South African market. “� e 
consumer does not associate agave spirit 

with tequila,” she says. 
� ere are other more physical challenges 

that the agave producers face. “It’s a devil of 
a plant, a real bastard,” says Adi Badenhorst, 
winemaker and creator of 4th Rabbit 100% 
Karoo Agave Spirit. Badenhorst is fabled for 
his no nonsense storytelling and equally for his 
alchemy skills. His blunt assertion is down to 
him been stabbed more than a few times by 
the plant’s spines and the painful stinging that 
comes with such an encounter. 

Perhaps agave’s biggest challenge is that 
people associate a similar painful stinging 
when knocking back shots of cheap imported 
mixto – a so-called tequila that is made up 
of minimum 51% agave with the balance 

made up of non-agave sugars. It’s sometimes 
a necessary evil for the party and needs to be 
dosed with salt and lemon to negate the nasty 
taste. Well-made agave spirit can and should be 
sipped on like a � ne whisky or cognac or in a 
signature serve. 

CHALLENGING PERCEPTIONS
Dominic Walsh is the owner of Mootee, 
an award-winning cocktail bar in Melville, 
Johannesburg. He notes a shift in thinking 
towards this spirit. “� ey have long been 
considered the drink that makes you pull a 
face after drinking,” he says. “Bartenders love 
to change stereotypes and play with spirits that 
were previously regarded as rubbish.” 

At Hope on Hopkins I sample agave 
served with pink tonic and lime garnish, to 
demonstrate the versatility and adaptability 
of the spirit. Suddenly it starts to take on 
something resembling the delicate nature of a 
lily rather that ‘bastard plant’. Adi Badenhorst 
has gone down a more rustic route with the 4th 
Rabbit, whose marketing tagline is ‘All Desert 
Magic and Mischief ’. � e name is an ode 
to the Aztec mythology of the 400 drunken 
rabbit gods, meant to represent the many ways 
that drunkenness manifests itself; the fourth 
rabbit is a winged and mischievous one. 

Adi harvests the plant from the Karoo, 

Well-made 
agave spirit can 
and should be 

sipped on like a 
fi ne whisky

PIONEERING SPIRIT
As the year 2000 dawned, Mexico was in crisis: thanks to a scarcity of blue 
agave plants, tequila and mezcal were suddenly in short supply. Farmers 
in the Eastern Cape Karoo carped some diem and began to harvest their 
agave plants for spirit production, with the fi rst agave distillery outside 
of Mexico opening in Graaff-Reinet in 2003. Agave Distillers later closed, 
with the equipment bought by Aubrey Schutzler and moved to Kimberley. 
Schutzler began producing agave spirit under the brand Azul Distillers in 
2011 and has since added a microbrewery to the setup, proving again 
that beer and agave are fi ne bedfellows.



and with makeshift equipment – including 
sharpened spades – they shear the plant of its 
devils’ spines and expose the piña (heart). � e 
heart is tossed into a � re pit and covered to let 
it smoke straight o�  the burning embers. � is 
is the rustic technique used to make mezcal, 
famed for its complexity and smoky pro� le. 
� e raw fermented product is then distilled at 
Oude Molen Distillery in Grabouw. 

LEARNING FROM THE MASTERS
However, the real lioness behind the agave 
awakening in South Africa is Sarah Kennan. 
Her brand Leonista has been forged in the 
heat of her custom-built agave ovens in the 
Karoo and then distilled at Schoonspruit 
distillery in Ventersdorp. Her love for the spirit 
began at university when, out of curiosity, she 
purchased a 100% agave tequila. From the 

moment of her � rst sip she knew that she had 
found her calling and set about evangelising 
the spirit. � ree years ago she spent time in 
Mexico, sealing her gusto for all things agave. 

It is not hard to get engrossed by her passion 
as she spins a yarn of the spirit’s supposed 
origin. “A lightning bolt struck the agave plant 
and the juice ran out and fermented with 
wild yeast,” she tells. “People noticed that the 
animals consumed the nectar and behaved 
di� erently so they decided to try it. � e side 
e� ects led them to believe they were closer to 
their gods and the love a� air began”. 

Kennan, who has travelled to the town 
of Tequila to learn the art from the masters, 
also spends time in America where she notes 
an emerging trend in the local microbrewing 
scene. “Mezcal and beer have a link,” she says. 
“Breweries are bringing out a range of mezcals 

to complement their o� ering.” Sarah also notes 
that the spirit has many chef fans as it has great 
versatility and complexity. When we met at 
Drifter Brewing Company in Cape Town, 
she served me spiced tomato juice as a palate 
cleanser and combined it with the smooth and 
subtly smoky Leonista Blanco to make a Bloody 
Maria – to me an in� nitely more rewarding 
experience than the famed Bloody Mary. 

Perhaps its link to craft beer is that agave 
spirit is reliant on the � air and creativity of the 
producer who also needs to be � exible enough 
to adapt to the inconsistency of raw materials 
and the magic of fermentation. To appreciate 
� ne things is to understand the origin, process 
and passion behind the products. Go out and 
appreciate these pioneers’ passion, support 
local and get a happy buzz. No shuddering or 
face-pulling required. 

he lioness o  outh rican gave  
Sarah Kennan

Lucy Beard from Hope on Hopkinse cal fi re pit at th abbit
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www.hypro.co.in

CO2 Recovery Plant Industrial Brewery Micro/Craft Brewery Pharma & Liquid Processing Plants

Brewing SystemsEnergy Recovery Schemes

WELCOME YOUR GUESTS
WITH IN-HOTEL BREWED BEERS

Hypro Group Microbrewery business offers on-site brewing growth opportunities to the 
Food & Beverages (F&B) industry in India and across the globe. We conceptualise, 
develop, manufacture, install customised microbreweries and provide after-sales-service 
to the hospitality sector.
Our plants are a step ahead in technology, craftsmanship, premium quality and superior 
finish; matched by few. From the time of check-in to check-out, you can now serve your 
guests in-hotel crafted beers and also give your business the 'high' of returns on 
investment it deserves.

Think Hotel Brews. Think Hypro Microbrewery.



THE TAPROOMS OF 
WORLD OF BEER

P
ossibly the most 
unexpected sight that has 
ever greeted this long-
time beer scribe upon 
entering a brewery was 
the gaggle of baby-toting 
mothers and fathers who 
packed the taproom of 
Blood Brothers Brewing 

in a formerly industrial part of midtown 
Toronto on a sunny � ursday afternoon. 
Until, that is, I encountered the exact same 
scene at the east side’s Left Field Brewery 
several weeks later.

Moms and dads and their tots love 
brewery taps. Who knew? 

As curious as are regularly scheduled 
parents-and-kids afternoons at the brewery, 
in Canada’s most populace province of 
Ontario perhaps an even greater oddity is 
the ability to purchase full glasses of beer at a 
brewery tasting room. Up until fairly recently, 
you could sample beer at any brewery in the 
province, so long as they were willing to serve 
you, but the proper drinking of beer, the 
province’s mandarins had decreed, was best 
left in bars and restaurants.

� at changed when the government 
introduced the ‘by the glass’ initiative, which 
allowed breweries to sell beer in quantities up 
to 341 ml from 11am to 9pm. Many took the 
authorities up on the o� er. 

Today, brewery taprooms abound in the 

city. Here’s a selection to help guide the 
visitor through not just the city’s beer scene, 
but a signi� cant amount of its craft brewing 
history, as well.

THE OLD GUARD
Although some local newspapers and 
magazines still act as if craft brewing is 
something entirely new to Toronto, the 
city’s longest standing breweries have been 
around for decades. And those older and more 
established companies are not about to leave 
all the taproom glories to the younger upstarts. 

Likely the � rst brewery most visitors will 
encounter is Steam Whistle Brewing, owing 
to the company’s location at the foot of the 
CN Tower. So much as step foot in the front 

door and you will be o� ered a sampler of 
their pilsner. Venture a little further and you 
may buy glasses of the same brew – the only 
beer the company produces – even if you 
don’t have tickets to the very popular, and 
frequently sold out, brewery tours on o� er. 

You’ll need to head further a� eld to � nd 
Black Oak Brewing and the Great Lakes 
Brewery, but your e� orts will be well-
rewarded. Great Lakes o� ers � ve rotating taps 
of their beer, usually including a couple of 
award winners, and has a lovely if sometimes 
slightly noisy patio out front for sunny 
days. Black Oak also pours from � ve taps 
on busy days and presents them in a roomy, 
comfortable space complete with a selection 
of board games for those interested in whiling 
away an hour or two while they sip. 

THE GAME CHANGERS
While what we used to call ‘microbrewing’ 
has existed in Toronto since 1985, for its 
� rst quarter century or so it wasn’t a terribly 
exciting industry. Sure, there were some 
terri� c beers produced during that period, 
like Black Oak Nut Brown Ale and Steam 
Whistle Pilsner, but stylistically the city was 
far from cutting edge. � at changed with the 
arrival of the Bellwoods Brewery in 2012.

While their Ossington Avenue location – 
the one visitors are most likely to � nd – is more 
brewpub than brewery taproom, complete 
with food menu, it does provide easy access 

THE CITY’S 
LONGEST 
STANDING 

BREWERIES HAVE 
BEEN AROUND 
FOR DECADES

TOR    NTO
Looking to escape the South African summer 

heat? Canadian beer writer Stephen Beaumont 
takes a tour of Toronto’s many taprooms, 

pausing to contemplate the city’s recent beer 
history between sips.
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to a constantly rotating array of some of the 
more creative beers in the city, from musty 
and dry, Brettanomyces-in� uenced ales like 
Weft & Warp to Baltic porters, fruited sour 
beers and single hop pale ales. For quieter 
sipping and a di� erent selection, Bellwoods 
operates a more traditional brewery tap at 
their more o� -the-beaten-track production 
location northwest of the city centre.

� e anchor to the city’s burgeoning 
brewery district in the northwest end 
is Junction Brewing, named for the 
neighbourhood it calls home. Usually with 
eight to ten beers on tap, Junction o� ers 
variety from pilsners and black lagers to 
� agship brews like their Conductor’s Craft 
Ale and Stationmaster’s Stout, all in an 
expansive location that is as worthwhile 
to reach as it is tricky to � nd. It is also an 
excellent jumping o�  point for a brewery 
tap crawl, Rainhard Brewing, Shacklands 
Brewing, the People’s Pint and the Indie 
Ale House all being close neighbours. 

THE NEW BREED
� e stage set by the success of Junction and 
Bellwoods and others, the city soon had breweries 
opening all across its length and breadth, most 
including their own taprooms and beer stores. 

One of the early adopters was an operation 
that got its start having its beers contract 
brewed by others before getting its own 
brewery up and running on the east side. 
Although not the easiest to access on public 
transit – nor the easiest to � nd, it being located 
down a narrow street that is little more than an 
alley – the baseball-themed Left Field Brewery 
is a genuinely fun place to share a beer or three, 
especially on a Blue Jays game day with a glass 
of Eephus Oatmeal Brown Ale in hand. 

A more recent arrival is the aforementioned 
Blood Brothers Brewing, opened in 2015 
on a commercial roadway once described as 
possibly the city’s ugliest street. � e area is 
still industrial in feel, but with a brewery, a 

distillery and a handful of bars and restaurants 
now in residence, the neighbourhood is far 
more attractive than it once was. And it is 
made all the more so by Blood Brothers’ 
modest and quirky Draft Room, where 
they pour eight or nine beers that change 
frequently but usually include the brewery’s 
stellar Inner Eye Pale Ale. 

AND THE PRESENT
While Toronto has always been, and remains 
today, a great city for beer bars – likely 
Canada’s best in that department, in fact – it 
is only recently, thanks largely to the stimulus 
provided by the above breweries, that it 
has become a great city for breweries and 
brewery taps. So much so that a few 
years back I was able to conduct a tour of
 a dozen breweries in the city over the course 
of a single day, walking or taking public transit 
the whole way and never feeling at all rushed. 

Today, I might be able to expand that 
list to 14 or 15, and still have room for 
another dozen the next day! Combine those 
with exciting beer bar destinations like Bar 
Hop, Birreria Vola and the 150-tap CRAFT 
Beer Market and Canada’s largest city truly 
does become a playground for the beer-
obsessed visitor. 

THE CITY SOON 
HAD BREWERIES 

OPENING ALL 
ACROSS ITS 

LENGTH AND 
BREADTH

THE TAPROOMS 
OF TORONTO

WORLD OF BEER
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D3 - Di erential Pressure and Le el Sensor L3 - Pressure and Le el Transmitter 

YOUR PARTNER FOR 
ACCURATE MEASUREMENT 
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ILM- - Conducti ity Meter ITM-51 - Turbidity Meter 

Measurement of conducti ity of 
li uid media up to 999 mS cm

Modular turbidity sensor front ush 
from low to high turbidites

Di erential pressure measurement in 
pressurized tanks, di erential pressure 
measurement for filter monitoring

Process pressure measurement in 
pipes essels, hydrostatic le el 
measurement in essels

INSTEK CONTROL pro ides highly accurate, reliable, and 
customized systems and sensors used throughout the entire 
manufacturing process for the brewery industry to optimize 

Hygienic sensors ensure greater control o er processes for 
ad ance accuracy and e ciency, to be able to achie e 

 
the brewing process.  

consistency in the process.
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You might have heard the term “green beer” before. 
No, not the stuff you fi nd ubiquitously on St. Patrick’s 
Day. We’re talking green beer in the technical sense. 
To boil it down to a one-liner it’s essentially ‘young 
freshly fermented beer that has not undergone the 

appropriate removal of off-fl avours’. 
Shane McNamara delves into the details. 

BEER?
HOW GREEN
IS YOUR

TECH TALK

Continued on page 50
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LalBrewTM New England is an ale 

strain selected specifically 

for its fermentative 

consistency and its ability to 

produce a unique 

fruit-forward ester profile 

desired in East Coast styles 

of beer. 

A typical fermentation with 

LalBrewTM New England will 

produce tropical and fruity 

esters, notably stone fruits 

like peach.

FERMENTATION RANGE 
15 to 22°C (59 to 72°F)

AROMA & FLAVOR
Fruity, especially stone fruits

BEER STYLES 
East Coast Style Ales

ATTENUATION
Medium to High

DISCOVER LALLEMAND BREWING’S FULL RANGE OF PREMIUM BREWING YEAST

www.lallemandbrewing.com10 Cochrane avenue, Epping , 7460 Capetown
Representative: Jonathan - jmiles@lallemand.com

NEW ENGLAND
LALBREWTM

10 Cochrane avenue, Epping , 7460 Capetown

EAST COAST 
ALE YEAST 



    ACETALDEHYDE

he first compound we are going to loo  at 
is acetaldehyde. Acetaldehyde is most 
commonly described as green apples  
however  other descriptors include bruised 
apples and when in really high 
concentrations  solvent li e  he descriptor 
of beer tasting like apples is not to be taken 
lightly  as there is a di erence when 
describing a beer with a green apple and 
red apple flavour  he ormer is 
acetaldehyde and the latter is in fact a 
descriptor or the ester ethyl he anoate  
something completely different. 

cetaldehyde can find its way into your 
beer in several ways. Very minimal amounts 
of acetaldehyde are formed during wort 
boiling through Strecker degradation – a 
chemical reaction that converts amino 
acids to aldehydes. This acetaldehyde may 
bind to wort proteins and subsequently be 
released later this is not a good thing as 
acetaldehyde in this form is resistant to 
reduction by yeast). Brewers avoid 
acetaldehyde build-up by ensuring a 
vigorous boil in which the acetaldehyde 
evaporates off and that none of the 
condensate drips back into the kettle. This 
is another good reason to keep that lid off 
if you’re homebrewing. Not only will it let 
your dimethyl sulphide  which 
causes a sweetcorn li e o flavour  
evaporate away but some of this 
acetaldehyde will also disappear. 

The primary cause of acetaldehyde in 
beer is yeast. During fermentation 
acetaldehyde arises as an intermediate 
product in the formation of ethanol 
alcohol  cetaldehyde levels are increased 
in green beer by a range of factors: rapid 
ermentation  certain yeast strains  high 
ermentation temperatures  ermentation 

under high pressure  reduced wort aeration 

and or in ection lactobacillus and 
pediococcus can bring about premature 
flocculation o  yeast  reducing the number 
of yeast cells available for elimination of 
acetaldehyde at the end of fermentation 
or during the maturation process). Once 
the ermentation stage is complete  the 
yeast continues to reduce acetaldehyde 
concentrations. Beer that has had the 
yeast removed too quickly will therefore 
be high in acetaldehyde and most likely 
diacetyl as well.

The third way in which acetaldehyde can 
find its way into your beer is o idation  
although acetaldehyde forming in this 
instance is not really associated with 
immature green beer but aged beer. Beer 
oxidation leads to acetaldehyde formation 
it also leads to other o flavours such as 
sherry  cardboard and honey  as a result o  
oxidation of ethanol. This is a non-
enzymatic process and therefore doesn’t 
require yeast in order to mani est  ith 
modern standards of oxygen control in 
breweries  ormation o  acetaldehyde in 
this way is o ten minimal although can be 
more common or homebrewers  here a 
brewery has poor oxygen controls in-
process or during pac aging  acetaldehyde 
can form in beer during storage in the 
bottle  eg or can  

   DIACETYL

The second compound we’re looking at 
is diacetyl  ith fl avour descriptors li e 
butterscotch  movie popcorn and to ee
li e its an aroma that many don t fi nd 
unpleasant  but it is rarely appropriate in 
notable levels in beer. The most common 
way diacetyl fi nds its way into your beer 
is  once again  rom the yeast during 
fermentation and it is produced during 
every fermentation in varying amounts. 

The highest concentrations are found in 
the initial stages o  ermentation  however  
it is subsequently reabsorbed by the yeast 
in the fi nal phases  ow much o  this initial 
diacetyl is left is determined by a range 
of factors including the particular yeast 
strain  p  amino acids  yeast health stress  
yeast pitching rate  ermentation time and 
temperature. If yeast is to clean it up then 
brewers must give it time. A fermentation 
that is completed in 72 hours may be 
fi nished in terms o  consuming all the wort 
sugars available  however  it is yet to clean 
up all the intermediary products produced 
during fermentation – primary of which is 
o ten diacetyl  as well as acetaldehyde  and 
removing the yeast too early would leave 
these fl avours behind  n lager brewing 
where things are colder and slower  
brewers will often do a ‘diacetyl rest’ which 
is the process of letting the temperature 
of the beer rise so that the yeast can warm 
up and get to work rapidly on reducing the 
diacetyl levels in the beer before being 
cooled once again.

Diacetyl could also be a symptom 
of infection by bacteria. A particularly 
notorious little gremlin is Pediococcus 
damnosus  a lactic acid bacteria that is an 
obligate anaerobe with a nasty habit of 
producing large amounts of diacetyl. Key 
here is that it is an obligate anaerobe  
meaning that it thrives in an environment 
void of any oxygen. It does particularly 

Diacetyl is actually manufactured to 
add to products like margarine and 

popcorn so if you would like to try and 
replicate diacetyl at home  hunt down 
some butter fl avouring and add it to 
a beer. Diacetyl is acceptable in low 
levels in certain styles  such as some 

nglish ales

Yeast doesn’t actually produce 
diacetyl  it produces α-acetolactate 
which spontaneously decarboxylates 
to diacetyl.

FACT

If you want to try recognising 
this fl avour at home you can 
buy a green apple extract to 

dose a beer or taste commercial 
examples where minimal amounts 

of acetaldehyde on the aroma 
are acceptable  such as merican 

light lagers.

side rom fi nding a rotten egg you 
can also have a whiff of potassium 

or sodium metabisulphite although 
be careful if you have an allergy to 

sulphur). Beers where sulphur is 
appropriate are generally restricted 
to those beers produced in urton  
with Marston’s Pedigree being the 

best example. 

TRY AT

HOME

ACETALDEHYDE DIACETYL HYDROGEN SULPHIDE

TECH TALK TECH TALK

well living in draught beer lines  which are 
o ygen ree beer is pushed through the 
lines with C02 or a C02/N2 mix) and are of 
course home to some delicious beer which 
is full of carbohydrates for the bacteria 
to metabolise. It is also reasonably ‘hop 
tolerant’ meaning that the antimicrobial 
protection hops usually provide to beer 
are overcome  s such  i  you re pic ing up 
diacetyl in your pint it may be due to dirty 
beer lines.

   HYDROGEN SULPHIDE

he fi nal fl avour compound we ll loo  at 
is hydrogen sulphide. Probably the most 
unpleasant one to most people  this one 
comes across as rotten eggs or sulphur-
li e  uring the ermentation process  yeast 
generate sulphur-containing compounds 
rom both organic cysteine  and inorganic 

sulphate  constituents  evels o  hydrogen 
sulphide can be controlled by ensuring that 
healthy yeast has the right amount o  inc  
nitrogen and  at the start o  ermentation  
o ygen  thus limiting the conditions that 
promote hydrogen sulphide formation. 
Most of the hydrogen sulphide created 
is scrubbed away by the C02 generated 
during fermentation; it is a very volatile 
compound meaning it disappears from the 
beer quite rapidly. 

Sulphur is often a good indicator of 
very fresh beer and anyone who’s had 
the e perience o  tasting a elles lager 
strains tend to produce more sulphur 
than ale strains) from a fermentation tank 
will o ten e perience it fi rst hand   don t 
mind a slight whiff of sulphur on the nose 
of some beers as it can indicate freshness. 
Plus it’s highly volatile anyway and therefore 
disappears after a few seconds. That being 

said  sulphur in the beer can also be an 
indicator o  in ection  poor yeast health 
and under-matured beer.

Another key driver of sulphur comes 
from the presence of sulphate ions in the 
water. The most famous example of this 
is the water found in Burton-on-Trent in 
the UK. The high levels of sulphate in the 
Burton water accentuate a crisp bitterness 
to the beer brewed with it and therefore 
make it ideal for brewing pale ales and 

s  he practice o  urtonising  water 
adding gypsum  calcium sulphate  is 

now widespread  owever  brewers rarely 
add enough emulate the sulphate levels 
found in Burton water and the subsequent 
sulphurous urton snatch  a name given 
for the initial whiff of sulphur on a freshly 
poured beer – again because sulphur 
is highly volatile this disappears 
quite quickly).
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Official supplier of Ball Corporation for the supply of printed aluminum cans to our customers
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ELECTRICAL CERTIFICATIONS
ETL (Canada/US) and CE Compliant (Europe)

3 HEAD FILL STATION
Individual inline fill head control

technology combines fill level sensors with
proprietary foam control valves.

CO2 PRE-PURGE 
Piston like purge completely evacuates

all oxygen from the can prior to fill.

MULTIPLE CAN SIZES 
Simple change over between

multiple can heights and widths!

COMPACT FOOTPRINT
7’ x 2-1/2’ = 17.5 ft2 Mobile Option Available.

LID DISPENSER
Automatic lid slice avoids jams.
CO2 under lid gassing minimizes

oxygen pickup.

ELECTRIC CAM DRIVEN SEAMER 
Revolutionary new seamer design! 

Increased seaming reliability combined
with significantly easier setup and maintenance.

TOUCHSCREEN HMI 
Intuitive panel with auto CIP cycle

and recipe memory feature.

POLYCARBONATE ENCLOSURE
For safety and hygiene

during canning operations.
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WINERIES, CIDER MILLS AND DRINK
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TECH TALK

well living in draught beer lines  which are 
o ygen ree beer is pushed through the 
lines with C02 or a C02/N2 mix) and are of 
course home to some delicious beer which 
is full of carbohydrates for the bacteria 
to metabolise. It is also reasonably ‘hop 
tolerant’ meaning that the antimicrobial 
protection hops usually provide to beer 
are overcome  s such  i  you re pic ing up 
diacetyl in your pint it may be due to dirty 
beer lines.

   HYDROGEN SULPHIDE

he fi nal fl avour compound we ll loo  at 
is hydrogen sulphide. Probably the most 
unpleasant one to most people  this one 
comes across as rotten eggs or sulphur-
li e  uring the ermentation process  yeast 
generate sulphur-containing compounds 
rom both organic cysteine  and inorganic 

sulphate  constituents  evels o  hydrogen 
sulphide can be controlled by ensuring that 
healthy yeast has the right amount o  inc  
nitrogen and  at the start o  ermentation  
o ygen  thus limiting the conditions that 
promote hydrogen sulphide formation. 
Most of the hydrogen sulphide created 
is scrubbed away by the C02 generated 
during fermentation; it is a very volatile 
compound meaning it disappears from the 
beer quite rapidly. 

Sulphur is often a good indicator of 
very fresh beer and anyone who’s had 
the e perience o  tasting a elles lager 
strains tend to produce more sulphur 
than ale strains) from a fermentation tank 
will o ten e perience it fi rst hand   don t 
mind a slight whiff of sulphur on the nose 
of some beers as it can indicate freshness. 
Plus it’s highly volatile anyway and therefore 
disappears after a few seconds. That being 

said  sulphur in the beer can also be an 
indicator o  in ection  poor yeast health 
and under-matured beer.

Another key driver of sulphur comes 
from the presence of sulphate ions in the 
water. The most famous example of this 
is the water found in Burton-on-Trent in 
the UK. The high levels of sulphate in the 
Burton water accentuate a crisp bitterness 
to the beer brewed with it and therefore 
make it ideal for brewing pale ales and 

s  he practice o  urtonising  water 
adding gypsum  calcium sulphate  is 
now widespread  owever  brewers rarely 
add enough emulate the sulphate levels 
found in Burton water and the subsequent 
sulphurous urton snatch  a name given 
for the initial whiff of sulphur on a freshly 
poured beer – again because sulphur 
is highly volatile this disappears 
quite quickly).

Official supplier of Ball Corporation for the supply of printed aluminum cans to our customers
Contact us today    cask.com     1-403-640-4677
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They’re bitter, malty and perfectly 
balanced. They are as diffi cult to produce 

as they are easy to drink and they’re 
perfect for some summer sipping. 

Shawn Duthie unpacks a pair of pilsners.

n life, there are some 
questions that you hear 
over and over: “why is the 
sky blue?”, “is that really 
Donald Trump’s hair?”, 
“what is the meaning of 

life?” and, more importantly, “what is the 
di� erence between a lager and a pilsner?”

Well, I’m glad you asked, because there 
is indeed a di� erence. But before we get to 
that we must � rst look at how pilsners came 
about, and changed the face of beer as the 
world knew it. 

MALT, HOPS AND SMUGGLED YEAST
Pilsners, named after the Czechia (formerly 

the Czech Republic) town of Plzeň, originated 
as a result of aligning planets – or at least 
ingredients. It was the mid-19th century and 
over in Britain, advances in malting technology 
had paved the way for lighter malts. After a 
series of unfortunate brews which resulted 
in the people of Plzeň dumping the latest 
batch of beer into the town square, the local 
brewery hired a Bavarian brewer by the name 
of Josef Groll. His quest was to replicate the 
renowned bottom-fermented beers of Bavaria 
and so on his way out of the German state he 
smuggled some yeast to use in Plzeň. 

� e recipe sheet was now complete: Plzeň’s 
soft well water, pale malt, the appropriated 
yeast and a liberal dosing of Saaz hops. � e 

result: a clear, light and refreshing beer that 
would be the standard today, but which was 
something completely new in 1842. Others 
rushed to copy the beer and the ‘clear beer’ 
craze was born. Until this point, beer had 
largely been a murky business but even in 
a pre-Instagram world, people wanted to 
appreciate how pretty their beer was before 
they took a sip.

� e Czech beer relied heavily on Bavarian 
beer wisdom, so it’s only fair that the Bavarians 
took a little back, leading to the two classic 
styles of pilsner that we have today– Czech 
and German. � e main di� erentiator is the 
ingredients, which are based on locality – 
German pils uses a combination of noble hops 

THAT CONQUERED
THE WORLD

GERMANCZECH

STYLE GUIDE
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THE BEER
PILSNERS IN SOUTH AFRICA
Despite the fact that it provided the spark for the world’s most popular beer style (the pale lager), surprisingly few breweries 
in South Africa are producing a pilsner – and fewer still attempt the Czech version. Here’s a six-pack of pilsners to try.

CBC PILSNER 
This multi-

award winning 
German pils is 
the brainchild 
of brewmaster 

Wolfgang Koedel 
and a permanent 

fi xture in my fridge.

WOODSTOCK 
HAPPY PILLS
Lots of malty 

breadiness and 
an assertive but 

not overpowering 
hop bitterness 

make this unfi ltered 
pilsner a pleasantly 

complex pint.

MAD GIANT 
THE GUZZLER
With notes of 

citrus and freshly 
cut grass, this 

dry-hopped pils 
is clean and very 

easy to drink.

KING’S CRAFT 
MADKING 
PILSNER 

Another German 
pils with a 

beautiful fl oral 
hop note and 

a lingering 
and pleasant 
bitterness.

IMPI WARRIOR 
PILSNER 

A less complex 
version that’s 

perfect for 
quenching 
a Jo’burg 

summer thirst.

HANSA PILSENER 
The “kiss” of the 

Saaz hop here 
is more an air 

kiss than a full-on 
snog, making t
his a pilsner in 

name only.

and German malt, and is also traditionally brewed 
with water with higher mineral content than a 
Czech pilsner. German pils also tends to be more 
highly attenuated than its Czech counterpart, 
which usually has more hop bitterness to balance 
the residual sugars left due to under-modi� ed 
malt and a decoction mash.

German pilsners are also usually referred to as 
‘pils’ to di� erentiate them from the Czech styles 
and, some say, to show respect to the original. 
And the Czech beers do deserve respect. � e � rst 

pilsner, Pilsner Urquell, is, in my opinion, the best 
beer in the world. Without being too subjective, 
the balance between the bitterness of the Zatec 
hops (better known by their German name, 
Saaz) and the under-attenuated malt is incredible. 
PU, as it is known, cracks in at 40 IBUs, which 
is more than some South African IPAs, but this 
only adds to the drinkability of the beer. Often, it 
does not pay to be the � rst to market as someone 
else inevitably comes along and improves on 
your idea. But Groll produced an easy-drinking 
yet complex beer – on his � rst try (okay, as far as 
we know it was his � rst try and I’d like to keep 
believing the legend). 

Pilsner Urquell still brews its beer basically 

the same way it did back in the 19th century. 
� e brewery has incredibly soft water (not unlike 
the water from Cape Town’s Newlands spring) 
and malts its own barley, which is what makes 
imitating the beer very di�  cult. � e malt is 
only modi� ed to around 60-75% (as it would 
have been two hundred years ago before modern 
malting techniques) so a triple decoction mash is 
used to break down proteins in the malt, allowing 
enzymes easier access to convert starch to sugars. A 
decoction mash involves removing a thick sample 
of the mash into a separate vessel and heating in 
stages to boiling. � e process kills enzymes, but 
was one of the original ways to step mash and 
gives the beer more colour due to caramelisation 
during the boil. 

Saaz hops are then added to reach 40 IBUs 
before transferring the wort to the fermenters. 
Previously, PU used traditional wooden 
fermenters, before moving to stainless steel in 
1992. However, some beer is still fermented in 
oak and those lucky enough to make a pilgrimage 
to Plzeň can taste the ‘original’ pilsner from the 
cellars at the brewery.

ALL PILSNERS ARE LAGERS, BUT 
ALL LAGERS ARE NOT NECESSARILY 
PILSNERS
� e yeast used to make PU, and other pilsners, is a 
lager yeast. So to go back to our original question, 
is a pilsner di� erent to a lager? Well, technically, 
pilsner is a lager. But not all lagers are pilsners. As 
the style grew and brewers travelled to countries 
like the United States and South Africa to establish 
new breweries, pilsner brewing practices changed. 

Adjuncts, such as maize and rice, were added to 
the beers rather than relying solely on expensive 
malted barley for sugars. 

� e amount of hops was dialled back to 
increase the sweetness and to make the beers 
less complex in return for increased pro� ts and 
‘drinkability.’ And the result was what we today call 
a ‘lager’. But this has not stopped macro-breweries 
from endowing their adjunct-� lled, easy-drinking 
golden beers with the majestic moniker of ‘pilsner’ 
in a marketing ploy to di� erentiate their adjunct 
lager from their other adjunct lagers. 

And while the di� erences between pilsners 
and lagers are subtle, and perhaps not of interest 
to some beer drinkers, it is important that we 
keep and respect this di� erence and keep the 
traditions alive of the drink which changed the 
face of beer. 

THE NOBLE HOPS
Hailing from Europe, there 
are four so-called noble hops: 
Hallertauer Mittelfrüh, Tettnang, 
Spalt and Saaz. They share a long 
pedigree, delicate fl oral aromas 
and a fairly low alpha acid content, 
but while the term might sound 
grand and fi lled with historical 
meaning, it was actually coined in 
the US in the 1980s and is more a 
marketing tool than an indicator of 
aristocratic origins.

The best beer 
in the world
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PILSNERS IN SOUTH AFRICA
Despite the fact that it provided the spark for the world’s most popular beer style (the pale lager), surprisingly few breweries 
in South Africa are producing a pilsner – and fewer still attempt the Czech version. Here’s a six-pack of pilsners to try.

CBC PILSNER 
This multi-

award winning 
German pils is 
the brainchild 
of brewmaster 

Wolfgang Koedel 
and a permanent 

fi xture in my fridge.

WOODSTOCK 
HAPPY PILLS
Lots of malty 

breadiness and 
an assertive but 

not overpowering 
hop bitterness 

make this unfi ltered 
pilsner a pleasantly 

complex pint.

MAD GIANT 
THE GUZZLER
With notes of 

citrus and freshly 
cut grass, this 

dry-hopped pils 
is clean and very 

easy to drink.

KING’S CRAFT 
MADKING 
PILSNER 

Another German 
pils with a 

beautiful fl oral 
hop note and 

a lingering 
and pleasant 
bitterness.

IMPI WARRIOR 
PILSNER 

A less complex 
version that’s 

perfect for 
quenching 
a Jo’burg 

summer thirst.

HANSA PILSENER 
The “kiss” of the 

Saaz hop here 
is more an air 

kiss than a full-on 
snog, making t
his a pilsner in 

name only.

and German malt, and is also traditionally brewed 
with water with higher mineral content than a 
Czech pilsner. German pils also tends to be more 
highly attenuated than its Czech counterpart, 
which usually has more hop bitterness to balance 
the residual sugars left due to under-modi� ed 
malt and a decoction mash.

German pilsners are also usually referred to as 
‘pils’ to di� erentiate them from the Czech styles 
and, some say, to show respect to the original. 
And the Czech beers do deserve respect. � e � rst 

pilsner, Pilsner Urquell, is, in my opinion, the best 
beer in the world. Without being too subjective, 
the balance between the bitterness of the Zatec 
hops (better known by their German name, 
Saaz) and the under-attenuated malt is incredible. 
PU, as it is known, cracks in at 40 IBUs, which 
is more than some South African IPAs, but this 
only adds to the drinkability of the beer. Often, it 
does not pay to be the � rst to market as someone 
else inevitably comes along and improves on 
your idea. But Groll produced an easy-drinking 
yet complex beer – on his � rst try (okay, as far as 
we know it was his � rst try and I’d like to keep 
believing the legend). 

Pilsner Urquell still brews its beer basically 

the same way it did back in the 19th century. 
� e brewery has incredibly soft water (not unlike 
the water from Cape Town’s Newlands spring) 
and malts its own barley, which is what makes 
imitating the beer very di�  cult. � e malt is 
only modi� ed to around 60-75% (as it would 
have been two hundred years ago before modern 
malting techniques) so a triple decoction mash is 
used to break down proteins in the malt, allowing 
enzymes easier access to convert starch to sugars. A 
decoction mash involves removing a thick sample 
of the mash into a separate vessel and heating in 
stages to boiling. � e process kills enzymes, but 
was one of the original ways to step mash and 
gives the beer more colour due to caramelisation 
during the boil. 

Saaz hops are then added to reach 40 IBUs 
before transferring the wort to the fermenters. 
Previously, PU used traditional wooden 
fermenters, before moving to stainless steel in 
1992. However, some beer is still fermented in 
oak and those lucky enough to make a pilgrimage 
to Plzeň can taste the ‘original’ pilsner from the 
cellars at the brewery.

ALL PILSNERS ARE LAGERS, BUT 
ALL LAGERS ARE NOT NECESSARILY 
PILSNERS
� e yeast used to make PU, and other pilsners, is a 
lager yeast. So to go back to our original question, 
is a pilsner di� erent to a lager? Well, technically, 
pilsner is a lager. But not all lagers are pilsners. As 
the style grew and brewers travelled to countries 
like the United States and South Africa to establish 
new breweries, pilsner brewing practices changed. 

Adjuncts, such as maize and rice, were added to 
the beers rather than relying solely on expensive 
malted barley for sugars. 

� e amount of hops was dialled back to 
increase the sweetness and to make the beers 
less complex in return for increased pro� ts and 
‘drinkability.’ And the result was what we today call 
a ‘lager’. But this has not stopped macro-breweries 
from endowing their adjunct-� lled, easy-drinking 
golden beers with the majestic moniker of ‘pilsner’ 
in a marketing ploy to di� erentiate their adjunct 
lager from their other adjunct lagers. 

And while the di� erences between pilsners 
and lagers are subtle, and perhaps not of interest 
to some beer drinkers, it is important that we 
keep and respect this di� erence and keep the 
traditions alive of the drink which changed the 
face of beer. 

THE NOBLE HOPS
Hailing from Europe, there 
are four so-called noble hops: 
Hallertauer Mittelfrüh, Tettnang, 
Spalt and Saaz. They share a long 
pedigree, delicate fl oral aromas 
and a fairly low alpha acid content, 
but while the term might sound 
grand and fi lled with historical 
meaning, it was actually coined in 
the US in the 1980s and is more a 
marketing tool than an indicator of 
aristocratic origins.

The best beer 
in the world
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BEER
POACHED
PEARS

TROYE MAY

BEER MEETS FOOD

Ingredients
4 x Cape pears
300ml beer – I used Liefmans Yell’oh which has plenty 
of sweetness and compliments the pears well
3 tsp fynbos honey
½ cup brown sugar
2 cinnamon sticks
1 vanilla pod or 1 tsp vanilla powder
1 sprig rosemary (optional)
Ice cream to serve (vanilla is best)

Method
Score a 4cm x 4cm cross into the base of each pear.
Submerge pears in boiling water for 60 seconds. 
Remove pears and discard water. 
Dry the pears and let them cool for a few minutes. 
Peel and then cut into quarters.
Set the stove top to medium heat. Pour the beer, 
honey, brown sugar, and cinnamon sticks into a fl at 
bottomed saucepan. 
Cut the vanilla pod in half and add to the pan.
Stir until the sugar has dissolved. As soon as it 
starts to boil, reduce heat to simmer and keep at a 
constant temperature for fi ve minutes or until volume 
has reduced by half.
Gently place pear quarters into the hot syrup and 
let it simmer for another fi ve minutes. Make sure to 
occasionally fl ip and coat all the pears in syrup.
Remove pears and place in a bowl. 
Add the rosemary, if using, to the syrup and stir for 
another minute. Remove the rosemary, cinnamon 
stick and vanilla pod from the syrup. For a stickier 
consistency, leave the syrup on for another fi ve 
minutes or until it’s gloopy enough!
Serve pears with ice cream and drizzle syrup over the 
top. Serve immediately.
Crack open another beer to pair with the pears – I’d 
suggest another Liefmans Yell’oh or a Belgian dubbel 
such as Maredsous Brune which echoes the caramel 
notes in the dessert.

I'm a sucker for sweet stuff, so combining beer and 
dessert is probably one of the most indulgent things 
I can think of. The inclusion of poached pears fools 
me into thinking it’s healthy so I don't feel too 
ashamed to don my speedo this summer. 

THE SWEET STUFF
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Ingredients
4 x Cape pears
300ml beer – I used Liefmans Yell’oh which has plenty 
of sweetness and compliments the pears well
3 tsp fynbos honey
½ cup brown sugar
2 cinnamon sticks
1 vanilla pod or 1 tsp vanilla powder
1 sprig rosemary (optional)
Ice cream to serve (vanilla is best)

Method
Score a 4cm x 4cm cross into the base of each pear.
Submerge pears in boiling water for 60 seconds. 
Remove pears and discard water. 
Dry the pears and let them cool for a few minutes. 
Peel and then cut into quarters.
Set the stove top to medium heat. Pour the beer, 
honey, brown sugar, and cinnamon sticks into a fl at 
bottomed saucepan. 
Cut the vanilla pod in half and add to the pan.
Stir until the sugar has dissolved. As soon as it 
starts to boil, reduce heat to simmer and keep at a 
constant temperature for fi ve minutes or until volume 
has reduced by half.
Gently place pear quarters into the hot syrup and 
let it simmer for another fi ve minutes. Make sure to 
occasionally fl ip and coat all the pears in syrup.
Remove pears and place in a bowl. 
Add the rosemary, if using, to the syrup and stir for 
another minute. Remove the rosemary, cinnamon 
stick and vanilla pod from the syrup. For a stickier 
consistency, leave the syrup on for another fi ve 
minutes or until it’s gloopy enough!
Serve pears with ice cream and drizzle syrup over the 
top. Serve immediately.
Crack open another beer to pair with the pears – I’d 
suggest another Liefmans Yell’oh or a Belgian dubbel 
such as Maredsous Brune which echoes the caramel 
notes in the dessert.

I'm a sucker for sweet stuff, so combining beer and 
dessert is probably one of the most indulgent things 
I can think of. The inclusion of poached pears fools 
me into thinking it’s healthy so I don't feel too 
ashamed to don my speedo this summer. 

THE SWEET STUFF
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Over the homebrewing years, Jaco Hamilton-Attwell has gathered a small 
library of beer and brewing books, as well as a hefty to-read list. Here he 
picks a dozen tomes that every brewer should read, especially if you’re an 

advanced homebrewer or commercial brewer. 

There are certain books that 
I feel that every brewer – 
home or craft – should read 
as soon as possible into 
their brewing hobby/career.

(AND HAVE READ)

12 BEER BOOKS THAT
EVERY BREWER
SHOULD OWN 

Brewing your own beer and 
sharing it with riends is great  
but being able to properly 
analyse your beer will make you 
a better brewer and there ore 
even more popular with your 
friends). Randy Mosher is a 
s illed brewer  author and beer 
udge  and his boo  covers 
technical notes on sensory 
analysis  as well as in ormation 
on di erent beer styles  what to 
e pect rom them  which glasses 
to serve the beer in  and what 
food to pair them with. It’s easy 
to read and great for beer lovers 
as well as brewers.

REQUIRED READING

BREWER'S DOZEN

he ather o  ome 
rewing  wrote the fi rst 

version o  his boo  in  
with the fourth edition 
released in 2014. The 
book takes you through 
the processes of learning 
how to brew  rom e tract 
to all grain  with guides 
on making your own 
equipment and plenty 
of recipes. It’s an easy-
reading book covering all 
the techniques that you 
need to make great beer 
 defi nitely recommended 

for all new brewers.

If you only read one book 
rom this list  ma e it this 

one  his mighty  
page tome of brewing 
knowledge is now in its 
fourth edition and covers 
every conceivable [home] 
brewing technicality; from 
your fi rst e tract to going 
all grain  with instructions 
on how to make your 
own equipment and with 
many recipes along the 
way. The book covers the 
same topics as Papazian’s 
but goes into a lot more 
depth. 

Brewing tips from the 
three-time winner of the 

 National omebrew 
ompetition Nin asi ward  

highest ranking BJCP judge 
rand aster level  

last time I checked…) and 
principal author of the BJCP 
Style Guidelines. This is a 
homebrewing masterclass.

      THE COMPLETE JOY 
OF HOMEBREWING
CHARLIE PAPAZIAN

      BREWING BETTER BEER 
GORDON STRONG

       TASTING BEER 
RANDY MOSHER

      HOW TO BREW
JOHN PALMER

SENSORY TRAINING

Some of us like to take our 
hobbies further and indeed 
occasionally a little too far: 
the pot and plastic bucket 
morph into a stainless steel 
work of art with pumps and 
lights and fl ashing numbers 
with a small lab in the back. 

or others  this is the career 
that they studied for and as 
we all now  studying is a 
lifelong commitment. 

The following books are 
recommended if you want to 
take your hobby – or career 
– to the next level and want 
to get more insight into the 
components that you brew 
with each day. These books 
get quite technical  so are 
not recommended as your 
fi rst boo s on brewing

The internet is full of sites 
with thousands of beer 
recipes  but un ortunately a 
lot of these recipes are not 
very good  hus  especially 
if you are still learning 
ingredients and how they 
wor  together  you need a 
recipe boo  with real  trusted 
and tested recipes.

ADVANCED HOMEBREWING AND COMMERCIAL BREWING

RECIPE BOOKS

ach boo  in this series 
focuses on one of the four 
ingredients  malt  water  hops 
and yeast – in great depth. The 
authors were each selected 
for their strong knowledge of 
and passion for the subject 
in question  as well as being 
well known in the brewing 
environment as experts. These 
books should be in every 
brewerys library  especially 
those running commercial 
breweries.

Brewing with the four 
main ingredients for beer 
is all un and lovely  but 
sometimes you need an 
experienced voice to guide 
you on the usage of Scotch 

onnet chilis  or ing hi 

Deciding to brew each beer 
in the BJCP style guidelines 
is a task. Making each recipe 
an award winning recipe is 
a massive task. Deciding to 
do the recipe in both extract 
and all-grain is gargantuan. 
Sharing these recipes with 
all other brewers  in my 

hen enni er alley started 
brewing  she was wor ing 
in an American state which 
places limits on  but 
that did not mean that her 
clientele expected limited 
experiences. She developed 

MUST-READ
BJCP STYLE GUIDELINES 

 not really a boo  but still essential reading  
Understanding beer styles and what to expect from 
them is critical i  you want to enter beer competitions  
and i  competitions are not your thing  then at least 
it will help you to correctly label your beers  helping 
avoid confused and angry drinkers. Available for free 
from bjcp.org.

 technical loo  not only at 
the core ingredients o  beer  
but also the ingredients of 
different styles of beers and 
how those ingredients interact 

       THE BREWING 
ELEMENTS SERIES 
BREWERS PUBLICATIONS 

      RADICAL BREWING 
RANDY MOSHER 

mushrooms  or demerara 
sugar. This beautiful book 
covers brewing history and 
the strange ingredients that 
came with it. Recipes for a 

hristmas ruit  a uniper 
ye oc  and a ild i en are 

some of the radical recipes to 
be found in this book. 

      BREWING CLASSIC 
STYLES 
JAMIL ZAINASHEFF 
AND JOHN PALMER

       DESIGNING GREAT BEERS
RAY DANIELS
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recipes that threw all the 
punches of a stronger beer 
while still remaining within 
the legal ABV limit. The 
boo  includes her story  her 
thoughts on brewing low 

 beers  and recipes rom 
her own library as well as 

tone  ierra Nevada and 
many more.

mind  puts you up there with 
Ghandi and Mother Teresa! 
This book has helped 
thousands of brewers win 
prizes and get commercial 
products into the market.

       SESSION BEERS 
JENNIFER TALLEY 

with each other. This book 
offers an in-depth look at 
components  techniques and 
equipment.
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Some of us like to take our 
hobbies further and indeed 
occasionally a little too far: 
the pot and plastic bucket 
morph into a stainless steel 
work of art with pumps and 
lights and fl ashing numbers 
with a small lab in the back. 

or others  this is the career 
that they studied for and as 
we all now  studying is a 
lifelong commitment. 

The following books are 
recommended if you want to 
take your hobby – or career 
– to the next level and want 
to get more insight into the 
components that you brew 
with each day. These books 
get quite technical  so are 
not recommended as your 
fi rst boo s on brewing

The internet is full of sites 
with thousands of beer 
recipes  but un ortunately a 
lot of these recipes are not 
very good  hus  especially 
if you are still learning 
ingredients and how they 
wor  together  you need a 
recipe boo  with real  trusted 
and tested recipes.

ADVANCED HOMEBREWING AND COMMERCIAL BREWING

RECIPE BOOKS

ach boo  in this series 
focuses on one of the four 
ingredients  malt  water  hops 
and yeast – in great depth. The 
authors were each selected 
for their strong knowledge of 
and passion for the subject 
in question  as well as being 
well known in the brewing 
environment as experts. These 
books should be in every 
brewerys library  especially 
those running commercial 
breweries.

Brewing with the four 
main ingredients for beer 
is all un and lovely  but 
sometimes you need an 
experienced voice to guide 
you on the usage of Scotch 

onnet chilis  or ing hi 

Deciding to brew each beer 
in the BJCP style guidelines 
is a task. Making each recipe 
an award winning recipe is 
a massive task. Deciding to 
do the recipe in both extract 
and all-grain is gargantuan. 
Sharing these recipes with 
all other brewers  in my 

hen enni er alley started 
brewing  she was wor ing 
in an American state which 
places limits on  but 
that did not mean that her 
clientele expected limited 
experiences. She developed 

MUST-READ
BJCP STYLE GUIDELINES 

 not really a boo  but still essential reading  
Understanding beer styles and what to expect from 
them is critical i  you want to enter beer competitions  
and i  competitions are not your thing  then at least 
it will help you to correctly label your beers  helping 
avoid confused and angry drinkers. Available for free 
from bjcp.org.

 technical loo  not only at 
the core ingredients o  beer  
but also the ingredients of 
different styles of beers and 
how those ingredients interact 
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BREWERS PUBLICATIONS 
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There are many great authors that I could not 
squee e in this time  li e i  am orth  ieronymus 
and the late  great ichael ac son  but maybe 
they will get their moment in an upcoming article.

here is always something new to learn  and 
every one of these books will teach you plenty. 

ead ow o rew  even i  you have been brewing 
or years   guarantee you ll learn something   you 

don t learn a single thing  then  would say you re 
either lying or else you need to invite me over for 
a beer at your place some time soon.

ith the warm summer months upon us  grab 
a book and enjoy the sunlight with a cool beer 
by your side  nd in the words o  a  uhrmann  

wear sunscreen  

No South African brewer 
should be without books 
about our local brewing 
scene. It not only shows 
you the amazing things 
that are happening in 

outh rica  but also 
where to fi nd them  n
Fortunately the SA beer 
scene is growing at a 
rapid rate  which means 
that the books are almost 
outdated as soon as they 
are published.

hile you won t fi nd 
most of these books in 
your local boo  shop  
some are available 
through online stores  
although you may have 
to wait a week or two 
for the book to arrive. 
Books that are easily 
obtainable in South 
Africa – via your local 
homebrewing store or 
a major bookstore – are 
marked with a 

BREWER'S DOZEN

Our trusty editor has been 
writing and contributing 
to various books for many 
years  including two boo s 
about the South African 
beer scene  covering 
breweries  brewers and 
beers sometimes cider  
with African Brew also 
providing recipes for beer 
and food. 

Do you like free beer? This 
is the book for you! A list 
of 101 breweries and the 
beers they had available 
in  with convenient 

tick boxes to prove that 
you’ve sampled them. And 
the most important part  
most of the breweries offer 
a free pint if you ask the 
brewer to sign your book! 

inning

There are times when 
technical books are good. 
There are other times 
when you just want to slip 
away into a well written 
story. Miracle Brew is 
the story of beer’s four 
ingredients  their history  
the story o  the brewers  
the armers  the maltsters  
the engineers and the 
drinkers that make up 
this miraculous beverage. 

ete s other boo s about 
beer) cover the history 
of beer and how beer is 
enjoyed in other countries. 
All of his books include 
visits to many bars and 
are told in the jovial way 
that you’d expect from 
someone spinning a yarn 
from a bar stool.

AVAILABILITY
NOTES ON

       MIRACLE BREW 
(AND OTHERS) 
PETE BROWN

SOUTH AFRICAN BEERBEER STORIES

      THE BEER BOOK.CO.ZA
HOLGER MEIER

      AFRICAN BREW /
BEER SAFARI 
LUCY CORNE

AND FINALLY...
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Website: www.waltsmalting.co.za  Email: info@waltsmalting.co.za  Contact: 021 951 1556

Truss thh Mals - Controo thh Beer.

A proudly South African producer
 of both base and specialty malts, we have 

one goal in mind and that is to provide those 
who are passionate about brewing with the 

best quality malt.

All good beers start with a good malt, 
and this is our passiand this is our passion.
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BEAUTIFUL 
THINGS 
HAPPEN

WHEN ENGINEERS 
AND GEEKS WITH A 
PASSION FOR BEER 
GET TOGETHER,

MEASURE  UNDERSTAND  IMPROVE 
Beverage Insights connects your taps to the cloud to provide you with the insights around your business. 
The Beverage Insights connected beer taps provide instant insights to bar owners and breweries showing 
what is pouring in sites around the country. This puts you in full control for optimised inventory and 
logistics management, better planned marketing initiatives and better pro�tability by minimising waste.

For a better understanding of where your beer is going visit:
www.beverageinsights.co               info@beverageinsights.co           

CONSUMPTION
ANALYTICS

IDENTIFY TRENDS
& PEAK TIMES

REAL-TIME
VARIANCE
REPORTING

BEER
QUALITY

OPERATIONAL 
IMPROVEMENTS

Bevsight Advert v2.indd   1 2018/11/15   15:47



BREW REVIEWS
REVIEWERS: Lucy Corne 

 hawn uthie  reg 
illowey   arl essendor  

 aco amilton ttwell 
 arcel arper  

ion van uyssteen v   
egan emmell 

ri ter s new e ican lager is beery sunshine in a bottle  and a clear 
bottle at that  Now  be ore the cra t beer police start hopping up and 
down about  stu  it s made with light stable hop oils  so the only s un  
you need concern yourself with is the stuff growing in your backyard. The 
aroma is all grain and pale malt with a subtle kick of hops. Taste is crisp 
and clean with good balance between light malt sweetness and hop 
bitterness. This beer doesn’t pretend to be anything it isn’t and to answer 
your questions  yes  at   they taste li e more  and yes  we threw in 
a slice o  lime and the sun is still shining  so we re sa e  3.5/5 – GG & KT

You’re immediately drawn in by a big hit of tropical fruit salad and any 
malt that is trying to come through is beaten down by the hops  his ha y  
straw coloured beer  with its dense white head  defi nitely loo s the part  

he tropical new world hops ollow through well in the fl avour  with a low 
crac er li e maltiness to remind you that you are  indeed  still drin ing 
a beer  t s quite light bodied or the style  and when combined with a 
mouth fi lling carbonation  it is a very easy drin ing pint  though at this 

 more o  a N  than a N  he per ect drin  or those hot and 
humid Durban Summers. 3.4/5 – DvH & MG

hey haven t been heard rom in a while  but orterville based ndie 
Ale are making a comeback with a soon-to-be-released barrel ageing 
programme and some seasonal brews  ust in time or summer  brewer 
Bernard Kruger has launched this Belgian witbier. After a sulphurous 
whi  subsides  there s a light fl oral  per umed nose and ust a hint o  
graininess in the background. The appearance is spot on – yellow-straw 
with moderate haze and a lingering white crown. It’s an enjoyable brew: 
delicate and slightly sweet with notes of citrus and spice and a slightly tart 
tang on the fi nish  3.3/5 – LC

Kennel’s newest beer was launched in cans around the same time as the 
brewery started its new tap room   dry hopped cream ale  the beer has 
much more fl avour and aroma than you would e pect or something that s 
only  he dry hopping gives a stone ruit aroma and helps to liven 
up the body. The appearance is a bit odd – it’s a very light and hazy straw 
colour with a pin ish tinge  n oy it as it was meant to be en oyed  served 
straight from the can on a hot summer’s day. 3.2/5 - SD

Drifter Brewing Co.

Durban Brewing Co.

Indie Ale Craft Brewery

Kennel Brewery

EL CAPITAN 
MEXICAN LAGER 
(4%)

NORTH 
EASTER NEIPA 
(4.5%)

BELGIAN 
WITBIER 
(4.5%)

HEART 
SHAPED HOPS 
(3.5%)

BREW NEWS
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ittle ol s able eer is an impressive rendition o  the popular light in
alcohol but big in fl avour ta elbiers o  urope  rom the delight ully well
designed labels paying homage to head brewer te an iswedel s roots as 
a botanist  to the crisp  lemongrass and pineapple taste  this is a eeper  

he able eer is reminiscent o  a light  slightly hoppy aison  and at only 
  won t have you e periencing regret and dar  thoughts in the 

morning  lthough the additional oats didn t quite give it the e pected 
sil y mouth eel  it was nonetheless an e pertly cra ted brew  ave it with 
rich and moreish cuisine to take it to the next level. 3.9/5 – MH

Little Wolf

TABLE 
BEER 
(3.5%)

Having sampled – and not enjoyed – local and international hemp beers 
be ore   wasn t too e cited about oison ity s annabis  ut the 
beer arrived in a eague o  eers bo  so  reluctantly sat down to rate it  
e pecting another grassy  astringent beer   he beer poured clear amber 
with a low head showing air retention  a good start  racing mysel   
li ted the glass and sni ed  he grassy note was there  but it was hiding 
behind fl oral  geranium notes and a hint o  berries   ith my trepidation 
slightly abated   too  a sip  he beer had prominent fl oral  earthy notes 
that lingered well into the fi nish  and a good bitterness to ma e this the 
best hemp beer I have tasted to date. 3.7/5 – JHA

Poison City

THE POISON 
CANNABIS IPA 
(6%)

There’s biscuit and freshly crushed malt up front when you sniff this 
beer but as it opens up  waves o  spice roll in and a low fl oral note is 
perceptible  Not a bog standard pilsner  it s been dry hopped with 
Sorachi Ace and the Japanese hop certainly puts its stamp on the beer. 

here s malt up ront when you sip  but lemongrass and lime dominate 
the palate  lingering long into the fi nish  t s a little too ull bodied or a 
pilsner and could benefi t rom a bit more carbonation  but fl avour wise  
it’s a tasty and unusual addition to the local pilsner scene. 3.2/5 – LC

Shields Indie Brewing Co.

SOUL POWER 
SESSION PILSNER 
(4.1%)

irst in a series o  three  this is hat rewing s quest to fi nd the per ect N  
yeast  ouring ha y yellow with a huge fl u y head  you are immediately hit 
with the aroma of peaches and freshly squeezed orange juice. Bringing the 
glass closer adds grape ruit  pine and spice to the already comple  aroma   
light bready malt is ust noticeable  he characteristic N  body  combined 
with the comple  ruity hops and oat derived maltiness  ma es you realise 
why people describe this as the ruit salad o  beer  a e a deep sip  and 
grape ruit comes through strongly  the bitterness becoming more apparent  
eeping the sweet malt in chec  his is the best N  we have tasted  so 

add it to your bucket list. 4.1/5 – DvH & MG

That Brewing Co. 

FINDING 
CONAN NEIPA 
(5.5%)

BREW NEWS
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eHERMS BREWERIES 
71, 95, 125, 160, 260, 300 L
AFFORDABLE. DURABLE. EFFICIENT.

Sanitary SS head 
mag drive pumps

Ultra efficient
15m counter flow 
chiller

SS hop stopper. 
No hops in your 
fermenters

www.brupro.co.za   
email: sean@ahadesign.co.za

ADVANTAGES OF eHERMS 
Quicker, Easier Brewing - Clearer Wort - Greater 
Efficiency -  Precision Temp Control - Complex 
Mash Schedules -  Repeatability 

B R E W I N G  S Y S T E M S

Email us for details 
on custom built SS 
fermenters. 50 - 300 L  

 FROM R53,999 
• The most affordable turnkey eHERMS for start-up 

breweries, lodges, pubs and serious home brewers
• Small footprint, big output with 80-90% efficiency 
• Full control panel with auto temp control, 2 mag drive        

pumps for consistency, flexibility & ease of us
• Made in SA, quality built to last and on-going support
• Check website for further info
• Email us for pricing, leaflet & testimonials 



MARCEL HARPER

IMPURE 
A GENTLE 

INTRODUCTION TO 
EXTREME BREWING

It might have been that saint of 
craft beer, Sam Calagione, who 
� rst coined the phrase “extreme 
brewing.” Extreme brewing is to 

making beer as � ying down a canyon in 
your wingsuit is to taking a casual stroll 
in the park. Or pretty close, anyway.

So in this issue, we’re removing all 
training wheels, safety nets and other 
comforts and looking at how 
you can take your brewing to 
extremes.

REINHEITSGEBOT 
SCHMEINHEITSGEBOT
Around 1516 the Duke of 
Bavaria issued a decree which 
would become the now-famous 
purity law/marketing tool known 
as the Reinheitsgebot. If you’ve had 
beer from a certain commercial 
brewery that calls that sandy place 
north of Orange/Gariep River home, 
you would have heard of this decree, 
which is often proudly stated as a sign 
of purity, good brewing, and possibly, a 
noble and moral upbringing.

What most people don’t know is 

that the original gebot was not really 
instituted because of purity or health 
reasons (not mostly, anyway). It was, 
surprise, surprise, an attempt by the 
good Duke to regulate the trade and 
supply of grains as well as to make sure 
that prices of bread and other grain-
based goods remained stable. � at’s 
why the Reinheitsgebot is speci� c about 

beer only being allowed to contain 
hops, water, and barley grains. � at’s 
to allow bakers (those nefarious folk) 
exclusive access to wheat and other 
grains, like rye, which was, prior to the 
gebot, also used for brewing beer. 

So the history of this famous 

rule is more an episode of House of 
Cards: 1516, than a noble attempt at 
“purifying” beer. And the funny thing 
is, if you’re a brewer living in present-
day Germany, you still have to follow 
the Reinheitsgebot.

So why all this talk about historical 
German food laws, apart from the 
inherent historical nerdiness of it all? 

Well, it turns out that once you 
realise that the gebot is just so 
much medieval trade � xing, 
rather than the Truth About Beer, 
interesting possibilities arise. For 
instance, you can glance across 
the border from Germany to 
neighbouring Belgium, and 
see how much they care about 
the gebot (spoiler alert: not too 
much). 

Yet Belgian beers are some of 
most exquisite, � avorful brews known 
to humanity (full disclosure: I have a 
bit of a thing for Belgian beers). Belgian 
brewers add just about anything that’s 
not nailed down to their beers – sugars, 
spices, herbs, fruits – and their beer 
culture is all the richer for it.

Beer styles are seen 
more as suggestions 
than straightjackets

THOUGHTS

HOMEBRU

2 lcohol levels tend to be a bit or a lot  higher 
than normal.

3

eer styles e g   guidelines  are seen 
more as suggestions  than straight ac ets  
n act  styles are o ten olded up neatly and 

deposited down the nearest fi le  hat 
being said  the most recent edition o  the 
BJCP style guide lists a few styles that would 
fi t the e treme  label  such as lternate 
Fermentables and Specialty beers.

Now that we’ve established the rather arbitrary origins 
o  the einheitsgebot  let s move on to how you can 
ta e your beer  attach some cme roc et boots to it  
and send it into orbit.

They contain ingredients other than 
ust barley  hops  water and yeast

1
GENERALLY, EXTREME BEERS 
HAVE SOME COMMON THEMES:

ut  ma ing e treme beers involves more than ust 
doubling your grain bill or adding sugar to get more 
alcohol although it might also involve those two 
measures  ny hac  homebrewer can ma e a  

 beer  ut not everyone can ma e a   
beer that doesn’t taste like gasoline. It’s really about 
achieving balance while also creating something very 
special. Let’s look at two methods you can use to 
create e treme  balanced awesomeness

By now you probably know that the principal grain used in 
brewing is malted barley  n some styles  most notable those 
pre erred by macro breweries  corn is another common base 
grain. 

ut beer can really be made rom many  many di erent inds 
o  malted and non malted  grains  many o  which are available 
from maltsters and health food suppliers. Here are some 
examples: 

Malted wheat: ma es or a lighter  somewhat tarter beer  

Rye: imparts a spicy dryness to beer.

Spelt: an ancient grain that resembles wheat but has a higher 
protein content.

Millet: another oldy worldy grain that imparts nutty fl avours to 
your brew.

Sorghum: a gluten ree alternative to barley with a slightly tart  
slightly sour fl avour  

Oats: not really a base grain but can be used in conjunction 
with malts to impart a creamy  nutty taste and sil y mouth eel 
to beer

Rice: a common alternative to corn and often used in 
conjunction with barley. 

Most of the above ingredients are best used in conjunction with 
barley  o ten as a minority partner in the mash  lso  because o  
higher protein content  many o  these e g  oats  spelt  rye  may 
require a protein rest in the mash  which means you will need to 
hold the mash at 51°C for around 30 minutes before raising the 
mash temperature to the regular 67°C. 

Note however that many maltsters are now producing well 
modifi ed versions o  rye and other grains  so protein rests are 
not needed  or oats  using the rolled or fl a ed version is better 
as starches within the grain are already gelatinised and thus 
available or modifi cation

N
U

M
B

E
R

01
GRAINS 

APLENTY

EXTREME BEER 101
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Rice: a common alternative to corn and often used in 
conjunction with barley. 

Most of the above ingredients are best used in conjunction with 
barley  o ten as a minority partner in the mash  lso  because o  
higher protein content  many o  these e g  oats  spelt  rye  may 
require a protein rest in the mash  which means you will need to 
hold the mash at 51°C for around 30 minutes before raising the 
mash temperature to the regular 67°C. 

Note however that many maltsters are now producing well 
modifi ed versions o  rye and other grains  so protein rests are 
not needed  or oats  using the rolled or fl a ed version is better 
as starches within the grain are already gelatinised and thus 
available or modifi cation
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Now that we’ve broken open the Pandora ’s Box of ingredients 
you can add to beer  we may as well go all in and get ruity  ere 
the Belgian brewers have really taught the world how fantastic 
ruit beers can be with their rie s cherry lambic beers  ut  you 

don’t have to be Belgian to use fruit in your beer. The options 
are almost endless. 

ere are a ew ve used success ully but please do e periment 
beyond these):

herries  perhaps the most commonly used ruit in beer  and 
the star of the Belgian krieks 

Strawberries: mild but interesting

atermelon s in and all  e cellent or a nice  summery wheat 
beer

oconut is that a ruit  toasted coconut is popular in porters 
and stout-styled beers

uniper berries  also ound in gin  o  course  aste li e it too

Grapefruit: popular these days in IPAs

Naartjies: can be interesting in witbier and similar styles

ith ruit  the e ects will vary depending on when you add it 
to your brew  wo common places or ruit additions are  in 
the boil and  during ermentation  enerally  ruit added to 
the boil will impart a more ammy  coo ed fl avour to the fi nal 
product while ermentation additions similar to dry hopping  
will provide a resher  more ruit orward fl avour  

o note that when you add ruit to the ermenter  there is some 
risk of contaminating your beer with wild yeast that reside on 
fruit skins. One solution is to steam the fruit or soak it in vodka 
before adding it. You could also throw caution to the wind and 
hope that the alcohol in your ermenting beer will be su fi cient 
to keep the nasties at bay!

WARNING

emember that ruits contain sugar  and sugar plus 
yeast equals ermentation  omething to bear in mind  
particularly if you’re bottle conditioning and keen to 
avoid your ceiling being sprayed with cherry beer and 
glass shards. 

BREW-IT-YOURSELF
Sample recipe: London Dry Rye Amber Ale

Based on the methods discussed above, let’s try our 
hand at a recipe that uses both alternative grains and 
fruit. I call this one London Dry, because like another 
drink by that name, it contains yummy juniper berries. 
When done correctly, this beer has the toasty, caramel 
fl avours of a good amber ale, along with a fruity, gin-
like aftertaste that is enhanced by the spicy notes from 
the rye fl akes. Delicious!

Nuts & bolts
Batch size: 19 litres
Pre-boil gravity: 1.050
OG: 1.060
FG: 1.017
ABV: 5.7%

Mash ingredients
Pale malt 2.4kg
Pilsner malt 1.3kg
Flaked rye 800g (get this at a health food store or use 
malted rye)
Crystal malt 600g
Melanoidin malt 200g
Chocolate malt 50g

Boil ingredients
Apollo [17% AA] 12g @ 40 minutes
Cascade [6% AA] 28g @ 20 minutes
Crushed fresh or dried juniper berries 90g @ 10 minutes 
(look for these in supermarkets in the spices aisle)
Cascade [6% AA] 25g @ 0 minutes
Saaz [3.5% AA] 20g @ 0 minutes

Ferment ingredients
English ale yeast or similar

Method:
Mash: You can include a protein rest at 51°C for 20 
minutes, then raise the mash temperature (gently) to 67°C 
and hold for 75 minutes. Mash out at 75°C for 10 minutes.

Boil: The 60 minute boil proceeds normally, just 
remember to add those juniper berries at the ten 
minute mark, lightly crushed in a mortar and pestle (or 
use a rolling pin). 

Cooling and fermentation: When you splash the chilled 
wort into the fermenter, use a strainer like a sieve 
(sterilised of course) to catch the juniper berries. You 
could leave them in, but I’ve found it does little for 
the fi nal product. This beer really benefi ts from a cool 
fermentation, between 14 and 16°C . Be sure to use an 
ale yeast that can operate at that temperature (some 
English Ale yeasts, like Nottingham, work well at low 
temperatures). 
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FRUIT & OTHER 
SCARY THINGS

FINAL THOUGHTS
Extreme and unusual beers are a whole bunch of 
fun, and brewing them can become quite addictive. 
Remember that the key ingredient of a good extreme 
beer is experimentation. Allow your imagination to 
go wild, take copious notes, and never forget that the 
basics of good brewing (e.g. strict sanitisation) are not 
negotiable, even when making extreme beer. Here’s to 
fl ipping off the Reinheitsgebot! Now go brew.

HOMEBRU
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DECEMBER JANUARY

FEBRUARY

HOMEBREWERS’ DIARY

Wort Hogs Pretoria
Capital Craft, Centurion | 6:30pm

here will be a guest spea er  beer qui  and 
league tasting  embers  guests  ntrance 
includes a meal and a beer. 

06

Wort Hogs
CopperlakeBrewery, Broadacres | 6:30pm

There will be a technical talk – topic TBC. Members 
 guests  including a ml beer and a meal

13

Wort Hogs
CopperlakeBrewery, Broadacres | 6:30pm

There will be a technical talk – topic TBC. Members 
 guests  including a ml beer and a meal

21

Worthog Brewers East Rand (WortEast)
Werners Pub and Bistro, Bedfordview, 
Johannesburg | 7:00pm

etails to be confi rmed   or members   or 
guests.

31
Southyeasters
Afro Caribbean Brewing Company, Kenilworth, 
Cape Town | 6:30pm

It’s our annual Christmas Party with beery Secret 
Santa. Dress festive and bring a wrapped bottle! 

12

Southyeasters
Brewer's Coop, Woodstock, Cape Town | 6:30pm

Bring your wheat beers for the people’s choice 
competition.

13

Southyeasters
Afro Caribbean Brewing Company, Kenilworth, 
Cape Town | 6:30pm

t s our fi rst meeting o  the year  eep an eye on our 
Facebook page for more details.

09

Yeastern Cape Brew Club
Richmond Hill Brewing Company, Port Elizabeth | 
time TBC.

ort o  udging and tasting  pen or all to taste and 
rate.

09

Yeastern Cape Brew Club
German Club, Lorraine, Port Elizabeth | 6:00pm

Monthly club meeting and year-end function in the 
form of a skittles evening.

13

Yeastern Cape Brew Club
German Club, Lorraine, Port Elizabeth | 7:00pm

Monthly club meeting.

10

Yeastern Cape Brew Club
German Club, Lorraine, Port Elizabeth | 7:00pm

Monthly Club Meeting: moved one week earlier due to 
alentine s ay

07

FOR MORE INFO
Durban Home Brewers
facebook.com/durbanhomebrewers
East Coast Brewers (KZN)
facebook.com/groups/eastcoastbrewers 
Eden Brewers (Garden Route)
facebook.com/edenbrewers
Hartbeespoort Brewers
facebook.com/groups/hartbeespoortbrewers

Helderberg Brewers
facebook.com/groups/helderberghomebrew
SouthYeasters (Cape Town)
southyeasters.co.za
Wort Hogs (Gauteng/North West)
worthogbrewers.co.za
Yeastern Cape Brew Club
facebook.com/yeasterncape

SOUTHYEASTERS ROADTRIP
In February the Southyeasters will be organising a bus tour 
to the eep outh  ta ing in the breweries o  ui enberg  
Noordhoe  and out ay  ate and details to be confi rmed 
– keep an eye on their Facebook page and website.

ould you li e to see your 
event on our schedule? 
Submit the details to 
lucy@ontapmag.co.za
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Our resident funny 
man Dave Levinsohn 
sits down with Ross 

Learmonth from Prime Circle 
for a cold one at a charity golf 
day and records the musings 
on his phone. He even 
manages to get a scoop…

DL: Are you a beer person – I 
see you’re drinking a vodka 
red bull? 
RL: I am a big time beer 
person. For an average ‘rock 
guy  your fi rst drin  is around 
9 or 10 and then I move on 
to beer at around lunch time. 
Beer isn’t a morning thing 
for me. 
DL: Let’s talk beer. You’re of 
Scottish stock, don’t you have 

more of a whisky background? 
RL: I’m a terrible Scotsman 
– one of the reasons is that I 
don’t drink whisky and when 
I do it is Irish. My grandad is 
turning in his grave right now. 

ut  love beer   always have
DL: Have you got into the 
whole craft beer thing? 
RL: I love my beers in a green 
bottle but I do like some craft 
beers…and Prime Circle will 
actually be doing our own 
limited-edition beer soon. 
DL: We ran a story in On 
Tap on Fokof Lager by 
Fokofpolisiekar – it’s doing 
pretty well. What would Prime 
Circle’s beer be called? 
RL: Ours is going to be 
called rime ager  e 

stretched  ave
DL: So this is quite a scoop 
then, an exclusive to On Tap 
magazine’s summer issue? 
Who are you partnered with? 
RL: e had a beauti ul 
partnership in Germany. 
It took us a long time to 
choose the right fl avor and 
this beer will be a perfect 
estival beer  a light drin ing  

plastic cup  watch the band 
beer. 
DL: Who was the fi rst 
person to say to you ‘Go to 
Germany, that’s where the 
action is? 
RL: e got an invite to play 
with 3 Doors Down and Alter 
Bridge and after that the sky 
was the limit. 

DL: How is your cloud-based 
music coming on? 
RL: ts good  our  is 
coming out now in February.
DL: What beer do you drink? 
RL: I drink a lot of ‘green 
bottle beers  li e mstel  
Castle Light and Heineken. 
DL: Do you know that the 
green bottle isn’t the best 
way to package a beer – it 
lets in more light  which 
gives a weird aroma to the 
beer, like a skunk. It’s called 
lightstruck, you know.
RL: ell now ve learnt the 
trick. 

ets go play some gol  ell 
this is interesting  how do you 
stop the recording… 

A PRIME CONVERSATION

DAVE

A PINT
WITH

B BR UEW

TRUE HANDCRAFTED
 BEER

Results in multi International awardsResults in multi International awards



1000 SENSATIONS

SEEN AT

FANCOURT SEPTEMBER 2018
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If there's one thing South Africa excels at, it is being 
beautiful. From craggy mountains to rambling forests, 

semi-desert to sweeping savanna, rolling plains to expansive 
beaches, we have one pretty country to drink beer in. So we 
challenged our social media followers to show us the most 

scenic brewery in SA. Here's what they came up with.

SOCIAL

BREW WITH
A VIEW

brewwithaview at hilsbrewery  uch a beaut spot or a pint s  
and amazing food prepped by the chefs at the @1000hilschefschool. 
@ontapmagza #craftbrewery #craftbeeristhebestbeer 

t the brauhausamdamm with its beauti ul setting  
ambience  views  oods and  o  course  beers

ontapmag a rew ith iew

Sunset over Dog and Fig Brewery in Parys

Nestled in the heart o  the magnifi cent ra ensberg  
rew ith rew ontapmaga ine

@MEGAN.GEMMELL

@DAVESTARLEY

SEBASTIAAN BASJAN FOURIE

DRAKENSBERG BREWERY

INSTAGRAM

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

FACEBOOK

FACEBOOK

t the most beauti ul rewery in the country ountain 
Brewing Co.) with the best beer! Bottoms up! 

rew ith iew ontapmaga ine cra tbeer brewery

TRACY ANN OOSTHUIZEN

A pint of Golden Mole at Featherstone in Grahamstown
WILLIAM YELL

FACEBOOK
ell here s a solid nomination or the ontapmag a 
rew ith iew competition   little ee end pecial 
hite  wa ala rewery

t s not quite open but when it does  ust rewing o  
ld otters nn s new spot in odder ontein  t op s nd  

will o er a hell o  a rew ith iew  ontapmag a

ontapmag a rew ith iew

ontapmag a ucy orne rew ith iew nother visit to 
@stelliesbeer Love this awesome brewery with a view

Ooh setting up for a tasting @Aegir_Project and this really is 
a rew ith iew  reat way to spend a at arvo
Congratulations Helen, you win a year's subscription 
to On Tap Magazine!

@LUCYCORNE

@DISSIDENTBEER @DOGANDFIGBREWS

@HELEENNIERE

@HELEN_MEARNS

TWITTER

TWITTER TWITTER

TWITTER

TWITTER

BEST
SHOT
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A pint of Golden Mole at Featherstone in Grahamstown
WILLIAM YELL

FACEBOOK
ell here s a solid nomination or the ontapmag a 
rew ith iew competition   little ee end pecial 
hite  wa ala rewery

t s not quite open but when it does  ust rewing o  
ld otters nn s new spot in odder ontein  t op s nd  

will o er a hell o  a rew ith iew  ontapmag a

ontapmag a rew ith iew

ontapmag a ucy orne rew ith iew nother visit to 
@stelliesbeer Love this awesome brewery with a view

Ooh setting up for a tasting @Aegir_Project and this really is 
a rew ith iew  reat way to spend a at arvo
Congratulations Helen, you win a year's subscription 
to On Tap Magazine!

@LUCYCORNE

@DISSIDENTBEER @DOGANDFIGBREWS

@HELEENNIERE

@HELEN_MEARNS

TWITTER

TWITTER TWITTER

TWITTER

TWITTER

BEST
SHOT
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BARRETSRIDGE 
BEER BISCUITS 
RECIPE MIX 450G

SPIEGELAU 
CRYSTAL 
CRAFT BEER 
GLASSES 
TASTING KIT

LA TRAPPE 
TRAPPIST 
GIFT PACK

WHAT'S BREWING

Since we’ve looked at beery desserts 
this issue  why not have a go at 
making your own? You’ve tasted beer 
bread  now it s time or beer biscuits  
Leave a plate of porter-laced choc-
chip coo ies out on hristmas ve  
the big guy in the red coat will love it.
Available from mantality.co.za

The Spiegelau craft beer glasses have been 
approved by an expert tasting panel of master 
brewers and industry professionals. Focusing 
on beer en oyment  members o  the tasting 
wor shop tested multiple glass shapes to fi nd 
the best glass or  merican wheat  stout 
and barrel aged beer  ant to now more 
about using the perfect glass? Check out the 
feature on page 28.
Available from mantality.co.za

If you’re going to drink Trappist ales 
this festive season – and you really 
should – then you need to have the 
correct glassware. The set comes 
with four bottles of La Trappe’s 
various ales and a branded glass to 
ensure you’re enjoying them as they 
were meant to be enjoyed.
Available from yuppiechef.com

CRAFT BEER 
TASTING KIT

CRAFT BEER 
PICNIC BASKET

Become a beer expert and conduct your 
own taste tests. Features information about 
history  fl avours and aromas  abelled bottle 
bags allow for blind tasting. Great for beery 
– and educational – festive fun!
Available from mantality.co.za

hat s better than ic ing bac  with cra t beer and snac s  his 
picnic bas et comes with plates  nives  or s  spoons and glasses  

ost importantly  it has beer  specifi cally iti en s iplomat ech 
Pilsner and Alliance Amber Ale. There’s even a couple of beer snacks 
included: sliced biltong and mixed nuts.
Available from netfl orist.co.za
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DARLING BREW 
VARIETY PACK

Make it a green Christmas this year with a gift pack 
rom ricas fi rst carbon neutral brewery  eaturing 
low eer  onecrusher and ogue ony

Available from makro.co.za

PERSONALISED 
GROUND CONTROL 
CRAFT BEER

WHAT'S BREWING

o the e tra mile or lightyear  this hristmas 
and get the beer lover in your life a four pack 
of personalised beer. In the Ground Control 
pac  our bottles o  ed oc  ilsner come 
branded with unique labels  personalised 
with a name and message. Opt to have them 
delivered in a gift box or a 5-litre metal tin 
with wrap-around design. 
Available from netfl orist.co.za



All proceeds go towards the Rhino Orphanage.



NO STRINGS
ATTACHED

This summer there are 

SIM
PLY DIFFERENT

JOHANNESBURG OFFICE
Unit B1, 3 Dakota Crescent,  Airport Park, Germiston.  
T: +27 (0) 10 880 0805
F: +27 (0) 86 668 8416

CAPE TOWN FACTORY
Falcon Crescent, Airport City, Cape Town.
T: +27 (0) 21 448 6012
F: +27 (0) 21 448 6005

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR ALS 
VIDEO ON YOUTUBE

Visit our showroom and test out our 
Automatic Lifting Sytem

WWW.CAPEUMBRELLAS.COM



BREWERS DIRECTORY
EASTERN CAPE
Brewery on the Beach
Jeffreys Bay
Ivan Beukes
082 444 7690
info@breweryonthebeach.co.za
breweryonthebeach.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Brewhaha JBay
Jeffreys Bay
Marius Deetlefs
042 293 0448
pr@brewhaha.co.za
brewhaha.co.za 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bridge Street Brewery
Port Elizabeth
Lex Mitchell
041 581 0361
info@bridgestreet.co.za
bridgestreet.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Richmond Hill Brewing Co. (RHBC)
Port Elizabeth
Niall Cook
078 396 5485
n.a.cookpe@gmail.com

GAUTENG
Arlington Brewery
Pretoria
Emile Rademan & David Hutchinson
082 414 7593
emile@arlingtonbeer.co.za
arlingtonbeer.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Black Horse Breweries
Magaliesburg
Nuschka Botha
082 929 8435
nuschka@blackhorse.co.za
blackhorse.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Impi Brewing Co.
Lorentzville, Johannesburg
Nico Booysen & Tsietsi Madonsela
071 310 0636
nico@impibrewingco.com 
impibrewingco.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Mad Giant
Johannesburg
Eben Uys
011 492 0901
info@madgiant.co.za
madgiant.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OC Brewery
Kya Sands
Gavin Marais
011 708 0263
gavin@ocbrewery.co.za
ocbrewery.co.za

Redrock Brewing Co.
Johannesburg
Alan Melville
010 001 2522
redrock@dgb.co.za
redrock.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Soweto Brew Co.
Home of Soweto Gold
Soweto
Josef Schmid
079 890 8321
josef@sowetogold.co.za
sowetobrewing.co.za

KWA-ZULU NATAL
Clockwork Brewhouse
Pietermaritzburg
Megan Gemmell
082 395 1744
megan@clockworkbrewhouse.co.za
clockworkbrewhouse.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Lions River Craft Brewery
Lions River
Ronald McClelland
083 775 8549
macsas@mweb.co.za
lionsriverbrewery.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Nguni Brewing Company
Westmead, Durban
Shaun Lavery, Craig & Grant Hulbert
031 700 4525
info@ngunibeer.co.za
ngunibeer.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Nottingham Road Brewing Company
Nottingham Road
Peter Dean, Thulani Memela 
& John Morrow
033 266 6728
brewery@rawdons.co.za
nottsbrewery.co.za

LIMPOPO
Zwakala Brewery
Haenertsburg
Luca Tooley
063 882 1872
zwakalabrewery@gmail.com
zwakalabrewery.co.za

MPUMALANGA
Anvil Ale House
Dullstroom
Theo de Beer
013 254 0197
debeerman@anvilbrewery.com
anvilbrewery.com 

Sabie Brewing Company
Sabie
Shaun McCartney
083 627 4188
brewer@sabiebrewery.com
sabiebrewery.com

NORTH WEST
Brauhaus am Damm
Rustenburg
Imke Pape
087 098 0641
info@brauhaus.co.za
brauhaus.co.za 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Dog & Fig Brewery
Parys
Dewald Hattingh, Sean & Morné Barradas
076 180 6521
mail@dogandfi gbrewery.com
dogandfi gbrewery.com

WESTERN CAPE
Birkenhead Brewery
Stanford
Benson Macupe
028 341 0013
reservations@birkenhead.co.za
walkerbayestate.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Blouberg Craft Brewery
Cape Town
Jan Hendrik Langenhoven
084 580 1968
info@bloubergcraftbrewery.co.za
bloubergcraftbrewery.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Boston Breweries
Cape Town
Chris Barnard
021 300 0625
jacqui@bostonbreweries.co.za
bostonbreweries.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Cape Brewing Company
Suider-Paarl
Wolfgang Ködel
021 863 2270
info@capebrewing.co.za
capebrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Cederberg Brewery
Clanwilliam
Alex Nel & David Nieuwoudt
027 482 2827
info@cederbergbrewery.com
cederbergbrewery.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Citizen Beer
Cape Town
Gary Pnematicatos
072 657 9851
gary@citizenbeer.co.za
citizenbeer.co.za

Darling Brewery
Darling
Kevin & Philippa Wood
021 286 1099
philippa@darlingbrew.co.za
darlingbrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Devil's Peak Brewing Company
Cape Town
JC Steyn
021 200 5818
info@signalhillproducts.com
devilspeakbrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Dissident Brewing Company 
Cape Town
Shawn Robert Duthie
072 684 8508
shawn@dissident.beer
dissident.beer
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Drifter Brewing Co. 
Cape Town
Nick Bush
074 174 9902
nick@drifterbrewing.co.za
drifterbrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Flagship Brew
Riebeek Kasteel 
Marina Galloway
0823768597
info@fl agshipbrew.co.za
fl agshipbrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Hoghouse
Cape Town
Mineral Services - MS Group
021 810 4545
beer@hhbc.co.za
hhbc.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Indie Ale Craft Brewery 
Porterville
Bernard Kruger
076 599 5995
info@ibsco.co.za
indieale.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Jack Black's Brewing Company 
Cape Town
Ross McCulloch
021 205 1991
taproom@jackblackbeer.com
jackblackbeer.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Kennel Brewery 
Dubanville
Paul Freysen
0833983147
kennelbrewery@gmail.com
kennelbrewery.com

Nieuw Brew
Cederberg
Tania & Melanie Nieuwoudt
027 482 2807
tania@nieuwbrew.co.za
nieuwbrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Noon Gun Brewery
Muizenberg
Mauritz le Roux
021 709 0290
info@noongun.net
noongun.net
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Old Potter's Brewhouse
Greyton
Trevor Gerntholtz
028 254 9690
tgerntholtz@gmail.com
oldpottersinn.co.za 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Red Bridge Brewing Co.
Knysna
Darren Berry
083 671 9399
info@redbridgebrewing.co.za
redbridgebrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Red Sky Brew
Gordons Bay
Clinton Steyn
082 888 7622
clint@redskybrew.co.za
redskybrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Robertson Brewing Co.
George
Kevin Robertson
082 659 2650
kevin@robertsonbrewery.com
robertsonbrewery.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Riot Beer
Woodstock
Marc Fourie
079 164 3798
sales@riotbeer.co.za
riotbeer.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Route 62 Brewing Company
Montagu
Jon & Christine Hughes
066 365 2717
info@route62brewingcompany.co.za
route62brewingcompany.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Saggy Stone Brewing Company
Robertson
Adrian & Phillip Robinson
083 453 3526
info@saggystone.co.za
saggystone.co.za

The Sedgefi eld Craft Brewery
Sedgefi eld
Tony Hunter
082 901 4268
sedgebrew@gmail.com
sedgefi eldbrewery.co.za 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sir Thomas Brewing Co.
Stellenbosch
Gerhard Fourie
082 850 2917
info@sirthomasbrew.com
sirthomasbrew.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

South Cape Breweries
Mosselbay
Johann Baker
083 215 2827
info@southcapebreweries.co.za
southcapebreweries.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Stellenbosch Brewing Co.
Stellenbosch
Bruce Collins
021 884 4022
info@stelliesbeer.com
stelliesbeer.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Italian Job Brewery
Cape Town
Sven Lehy & Piero Viglietti
021 905 9705
piero.viglietti@viglietti-industries.co.za
theitalianjobbrewery.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Triggerfi sh
Somerset West
Eric van Heerden
021 851 5861
info@tfbr.co.za
triggerfi shbrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Tuk Tuk Microbrewery
Franschhoek
Dewald Goosen
021 492 2207
info@tuktukbrew.com
tuktukbrew.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Wild Clover Breweries
Stellenbosch
Ampie Kruger
021 300 0370
info@wildcloverbreweries.co.za
wildcloverbreweries.co.za
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Darling Brewery
Darling
Kevin & Philippa Wood
021 286 1099
philippa@darlingbrew.co.za
darlingbrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Devil's Peak Brewing Company
Cape Town
JC Steyn
021 200 5818
info@signalhillproducts.com
devilspeakbrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Dissident Brewing Company 
Cape Town
Shawn Robert Duthie
072 684 8508
shawn@dissident.beer
dissident.beer
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Drifter Brewing Co. 
Cape Town
Nick Bush
074 174 9902
nick@drifterbrewing.co.za
drifterbrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Flagship Brew
Riebeek Kasteel 
Marina Galloway
0823768597
info@fl agshipbrew.co.za
fl agshipbrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Hoghouse
Cape Town
Mineral Services - MS Group
021 810 4545
beer@hhbc.co.za
hhbc.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Indie Ale Craft Brewery 
Porterville
Bernard Kruger
076 599 5995
info@ibsco.co.za
indieale.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Jack Black's Brewing Company 
Cape Town
Ross McCulloch
021 205 1991
taproom@jackblackbeer.com
jackblackbeer.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Kennel Brewery 
Dubanville
Paul Freysen
0833983147
kennelbrewery@gmail.com
kennelbrewery.com

Nieuw Brew
Cederberg
Tania & Melanie Nieuwoudt
027 482 2807
tania@nieuwbrew.co.za
nieuwbrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Noon Gun Brewery
Muizenberg
Mauritz le Roux
021 709 0290
info@noongun.net
noongun.net
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Old Potter's Brewhouse
Greyton
Trevor Gerntholtz
028 254 9690
tgerntholtz@gmail.com
oldpottersinn.co.za 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Red Bridge Brewing Co.
Knysna
Darren Berry
083 671 9399
info@redbridgebrewing.co.za
redbridgebrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Red Sky Brew
Gordons Bay
Clinton Steyn
082 888 7622
clint@redskybrew.co.za
redskybrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Robertson Brewing Co.
George
Kevin Robertson
082 659 2650
kevin@robertsonbrewery.com
robertsonbrewery.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Riot Beer
Woodstock
Marc Fourie
079 164 3798
sales@riotbeer.co.za
riotbeer.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Route 62 Brewing Company
Montagu
Jon & Christine Hughes
066 365 2717
info@route62brewingcompany.co.za
route62brewingcompany.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Saggy Stone Brewing Company
Robertson
Adrian & Phillip Robinson
083 453 3526
info@saggystone.co.za
saggystone.co.za

The Sedgefi eld Craft Brewery
Sedgefi eld
Tony Hunter
082 901 4268
sedgebrew@gmail.com
sedgefi eldbrewery.co.za 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sir Thomas Brewing Co.
Stellenbosch
Gerhard Fourie
082 850 2917
info@sirthomasbrew.com
sirthomasbrew.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

South Cape Breweries
Mosselbay
Johann Baker
083 215 2827
info@southcapebreweries.co.za
southcapebreweries.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Stellenbosch Brewing Co.
Stellenbosch
Bruce Collins
021 884 4022
info@stelliesbeer.com
stelliesbeer.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Italian Job Brewery
Cape Town
Sven Lehy & Piero Viglietti
021 905 9705
piero.viglietti@viglietti-industries.co.za
theitalianjobbrewery.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Triggerfi sh
Somerset West
Eric van Heerden
021 851 5861
info@tfbr.co.za
triggerfi shbrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Tuk Tuk Microbrewery
Franschhoek
Dewald Goosen
021 492 2207
info@tuktukbrew.com
tuktukbrew.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Wild Clover Breweries
Stellenbosch
Ampie Kruger
021 300 0370
info@wildcloverbreweries.co.za
wildcloverbreweries.co.za
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PUB QUIZ

Speaking of Heineken, they started importing 
two beers from one of their American craft 
acquisitions this year – name the brewery 
and the beers.

2.

A Western Cape brewery celebrated its 
20th anniversary this year – which one?8.
Which breweries collaborated on the 
Jozi Carjacker NEIPA earlier this year?9.
Which beer won the overall prize at this 
year’s National Beer Trophy?10.
And a bonus question – what was the 
beer highlight of the year for you?11.

At which brewery was this year’s Africa 
Brew event held?3.
A new brewery and taproom opened in 
inner city Johannesburg this year – can 
you name it?

4.

Darling Brewery were in the news this 
year because of an environmentally 
friendly initiative – what was it?

5.

?
It’s time to take a look back at the year that was 2018. 
A lot happened in South African beer this year – have 
you been paying attention? 

WIN

Which well-known South African brewery 
sold a portion to Heineken this year?1.

The Craft Brewers Powwow announced 
their star speaker for 2019 – who is it?6.
Which brewery released a gose brewed 
with salt water earlier this year?7.

DO YOU 
KNOW
YOUR STUFF

Email your answers to us at 
lucy@ontapmag.co.za. 

One lucky winner will 
get a year’s subscription 

to On Tap on us!

Congratulations to the Spring 
Issue Winner: Ruth Smith 
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